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ABSTRACT

THE MONASTIC LIFE ACCORDING TO SAINT NILUS

By C. J. Kornarakis

The present dissertation comprises an introductory section and four main chapters. The introductory section deals with the life of St Nilus, focusing especially on the problem of his historical identity which has been debated since the closing years of the last century, i.e. whether he is Nilus Ancyrarus or Nilus Sinaita, and with St Nilus' theological method in his indisputable identity as master of monks. This leads on to the main topic of the dissertation which is examined in the following four chapters: monastic life.

Chapter I examines the essence of the monastic life as it can be detected in the extant writings of St Nilus. The main themes here are those of: self-renunciation, as the principle which leads to the differentiation between true and false personality, and, the science or art of being a leader or a follower of the spiritual path which specifies the true person.

Chapter II examines the basic theme of passions, providing first a sort of spiritual anatomy of the human psyche, looking in some detail into the meaning and use of such terms as soul, heart, mind, perception, and also into the interrelationships of the soul's powers and functions. This becomes the basis for analysing Nilus' theory of passions, including the role of the devil and the function of demonic deceit.

Chapter III examines the positive method of the masters of the desert in fighting passion and demonic deceit. This includes such themes as the scriptures, the saints, the icons, the desert and dispossession. Particular attention is given to the theme of silence which is closely related to that of the desert and to self-understanding.

Chapter IV concentrates on what might be called the most essential function of the life of the ascetic when he arrives at the more mature level of progress. This is the function of nepsis, vigilance and prayer, which is crowed by union with God. Several sub-themes are treated here, such as the study of God by means of participation in the sacramental life of confession and communion and of adoption of the spiritual exercises of prayer, manual labour vigil and psalmody. The last sub-theme of this chapter is that of the martyrdom of nepsis which is connected with the memory of the last judgement and with the gift of tears and penthos. The theses concludes with a brief epilogue and bibliography.
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PROLOGUE

The present study is a sort of general introduction to the problems of the monastic life, as they are understood by St Nilus the Ascetic. As a general introduction it does not provide an in depth analysis of the various aspects of monastic life, but represents an attempt at examining as thoroughly as possible the greater spectrum of aspects which characterizes the monastic manner of life in the coenobitic and eremetical context of the 4th and 5th centuries AD. The general contents and the systematic way in which this study is structured allow it to carry the title: The Monastic Life according to St Nilus. It was first written in Greek, which is my mother tongue, and then translated into English. This may account for some peculiarities in the syntax and the style.

Having concluded this study I wish to thank several people who helped me to achieve it. First of all I owe my deep gratitude to my supervisor, the Very Rev. Dr George D Dragas, not only for suggesting this topic to me, guiding me through the intricacies of modern research on St Nilus and assisting me with the presentation of it in English, but also for inspiring me through his general lectures on the theology of the Fathers and through his invaluable post-graduate patristic seminar which will be warmly cherished in my memories. The personnel in the Department of Theology, in the College of St Hild and St Bede, in the Library and in the other facilities of the University, as well as various members of the University community, most notably Dr Dragas' family, provided me with an excellent context to work with, for all of which I am greatly and gratefully in their debt.

Special thanks are due to those who helped me financially, including Fr Emmanuel Karyophyllakis and Mrs Kyriaki Tryphona and, especially, my parents John and Helen Kornarakis to whom I wish to dedicate this research in acknowledgement, above all, of their moral support. Last but not least I wish to mention with gratitude my spiritual father, Fr. George Kretikos, and Professors Markos Orphanos and Constantine Skouteris of the University of Athens for their encouragement and interest.
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INTRODUCTION: ST. NILUS' LIFE AND THEOLOGICAL METHOD

A. The Life of St Nilus

St Nilus (+430) was an ascetic in the beginning of the fifth century A.D. Information on him is found in texts of ecclesiastical authors and church Fathers, as well as in texts deriving from Nilus himself. In spite, however, of the richness of witnesses concerning the person of St Nilus - a fact which in other cases would be sufficient for regarding the person under investigation as being biographically and historically in a favoured position - the historical data concerning his identity are exceptionally confused and, from a certain point of view, deficient. In any case St Nilus belongs to the group of historical persons whose biographies are problematic. Contemporary research, in particular, which has been dealing with the clarification of the authentic data of his identity, rejects a whole multitude of witnesses which have been handed down to posterity.

The indisputable data concerning St Nilus' person, which the critics unanimously accept, are: that he had lived during the closing decades of the fourth century and the opening decades of the fifth century A.D., and that he had been a pupil of St John Chrysostom, Archbishop of Constantinople.

The work entitled "Nili Monachi Narrationes quibus caedes monachorum montis Sinae et captivitas Theoduli ejus filii describuntur", which was discovered in the tenth century A.D., has been ever since regarded as the most important source of information concerning the life of St Nilus.

According to this work St Nilus, being married at first but burning afterwards with divine eros and unquenchable thirst for the ascetical life,
separates his wife by common consent with her and, taking one of his children with him, comes to Mount Sinai to fulfil his ascetical desires and dispositions. Being once with his son on the way to visiting certain fellow ascetics in the Sinai peninsula, he fell victim to a barbarian invasion. Though he himself was let free on that occasion, his son Theodoulos was led away to captivity in the hands of those barbarians. Thus, days of distress, tears and prayer follow for both, St Nilus and his son, but God does not delay in responding to their request. He hears to their prayers and through a miraculous intervention saves Theodoulos from death. Subsequently, Theodoulos is bought free by the Bishop of Elousa, who ordains both father and son to the priesthood in spite of their hesitations and representations. This is in brief the biographical content of the "Narrationes".

As regards the problem of St Nilus' origin, Nicephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos places it in Constantinople and he also supplies the information that St Nilus was of a noble family and held the office of Prefect before his withdrawal to Sinai. These details, however, are not included in the "Narrationes".

In any case the authenticity and trustworthiness of the "Narrationes" as a significant source for St Nilus' biography were seriously questioned from 1917 onwards, the year, that is, of the publication of the decisive study of Heussi. According to Heussi the "Narrationes" is a mythological construction which belongs to the category of "romance", i.e of the popular philosophical genre of that time. For Heussi St Nilus did not become an ascetic in Sinai but in a monastery located in the region of Ancyra (Galatia). In support of his view he refers to the witness of codices of St Nilus' opera which refer to him as an "Ancyran" (Ἀγκυρανός), and also to the existence of "Epistola LXII" of the "Fourth Book of Epistles", which reveals
according to Heussi the existence of two Niluses. (11)

Heussi's views were opposed by Degenhart and as a result of this several views were exchanged through critical researches. (12) Finally, however, it was Heussi who seemed to have won the debate, since his views came to be accepted by the universal scholarly consensus. Since then scholarly opinion on the subject has wavered between moderate and extremist positions concerning the historical identity of St Nilus.

If the view that the "Narrationes" do not represent a genuine work of St Nilus were to be accepted, then all the texts, subsequent to and based on them, such as synaxaria and patristic references, must be rejected. At the same time one should speak of two Niluses who divide among themselves the witnesses of the sources. The one became an ascetic at Ancyra ("St Nilus the Ancyran"), who became abbot of his monastery and composed certain orations, while the other became an ascetic at Sinai ("St Nilus Sinaiita") who is known only from his life.

There are, however, some extreme positions. According to one of these St Nilus lived in a subsequent century, (13) or according to another he is an anonymous and schismatic Christian philosopher who borrowed a well known name in order to express his own theories, (14) or according to a third position the narrative concerning his life is purely mythological and perhaps the only truth in it is connected with the names. (15)

This is a general account of the problems and opinions surrounding the historical identity of St Nilus as they emerge from the contemporary scholarly research. In this light St Nilus is a "well-known unknown" saint of the Church. But there are two objections to this scholarly agnosticism which in our opinion carry some considerable weight.

The first one was born in 1967, when Ringshausen argued in his dis-
sertation that the author of the "Narrationes", the "Peristeria" and the "Sermo in Lucam 22:36" is one and the same person with the author of the "Oratio in Canticum Canticorum" which is regarded by the critics as a genuine work of St Nilus.(16)

The second objection was formulated in 1983 by F. Conca in his invaluable critical edition of the "Narrationes", where the study and comparison of all the extant codices, led, 66 years after Heussi's thesis, to the reattribution of the paternity of these writings to St Nilus. This view is indeed founded on firm and secure scholarly criteria. Conca gives an analogous weight to "Epistola LXIIa" of the "Fourth Book of St Nilus' Epistles", regarding it as a "compendium" of the "Narrationes" and arguing that it is derived from the same pen.(17)

These two objections to the older critical research on the life of St Nilus constitute a considerable progress in the understanding of this life and proleptically point to an imminent crystallization of the saint's historical identity, including his distinction as an author and ascetic of the Church who honours him as a saint and exalts his memory on the twelveth of November.

B. St Nilus' theological method

The basic method in the theology of St Nilus is that of "anagogy" (ἀναγωγή) or "elevation" from the practical experience of the observance of the commandments of Christ, through the biblical and patristic spirituality, to the sphere of the theory of Christian philosophy.

The process of this "elevation" is achieved with the refined ability of penetration into the life-based procedures of practical experience. This means
that St Nilus emerges as an able anatomist of the subjective life-experiences of the soldier of the desert and of coenobitism. The products of his thought establish him as an able psychologist who searches the depths of human personality. On the other hand this "elevation" from the practical perspective to the theory of the battle for watchfulness (ψυχήσιμος), transmutes in a physiological, as it were, way the psychological observation into a theological recording, since the work of this elevation is always achieved within the sphere of the operation of the Holy Spirit. It is perhaps for this reason that St Nilus is proved able to discern with success the sphere of the "mystic" actions and to penetrate with expressive clarity into the regions of the fighting and praying personality which can be "viewed" only with the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit.

Besides, the last point clarifies why St Nilus is interested in his observations and in his particular perspectives far more for the content of thought than for the ideological construction or form of its expression. What dominates his spirit is primarily the question of salvation and more particularly the agony for the uninterrupted relation with God.

St Nilus combines the practical with the theological perspective so successfully that his texts are really blameless tokens of authentic Christian philosophy, i.e. of a holy and spiritual combination of life and spirit in Christ Jesus.

B.1. The agony of spiritual care

The main characteristic feature of the practical and theoretical (theological) perspective of the entire work of St Nilus establishes in an authentic way his general character as father and teacher of the Church. St
Nilus is a spiritual "shepherd" who teaches, or he teaches because he is a spiritual "shepherd". The combination of his spiritual paternity with his didactic (literary) and charismatic ease underlines a deeper element of his personality: namely, his anxious care for the progress of the spiritual battle within the sphere of the Church and particularly within the region of the monastic community and the life of the desert.\(^{18}\)

The element of anxiety in his general care as a "shepherd" expresses St Nilus' basically existentialist attitude to the life of the Church. As it has been already noted, his principal interest is the salvation of souls, the redemptive activity of the life of the Church. This basic perspective naturally turns St Nilus into a "fighter" shepherd and teacher and in this way his anxiety for pastoral care is transmuted into a lively expression of holiness, which is the final aim of this care.

Thus St Nilus is not a "distant" theoretician of the pastoral work of the Church who speaks "ex cathedra", nor is his care for this work of a "scholastic" sort, i.e. relating only to the problem of practical methodology. It is the anxiety of the direct threat to existence. For this reason this anxiety is a sort of "pastoral agony", or, even, a "vigilant agony". The last observation explains why St Nilus, in exercising his pastoral charisma or his didactic virtue, becomes a dynamic fighter, a stigmatizer of self-deception and of the falsification of the spiritual life, a warrior for the truth and an unshakable follower of consistency in the battle of the spiritual life.\(^{19}\)

In this way St Nilus leads the flock with his own life, becoming an example to be imitated by those who lead and those who are led, a prototype of an "expert shepherd" (ἐπιστήμων ἡγούμενος, lit. a scientific abbot) for the shepherds of the Church. In both instances his anxious care and providence for the pastoral work of the Church, governed by the action
of the Spirit, constitutes the entelechy of all his activity.

B.2. The true philosophy of existence

The term "philosophy" in St Nilus' vocabulary denotes the monastic manner of life. This "philosophy" involves living "in a Godly manner" (κατ' θεόν) or "in a Christ-befitting manner" (κατ' Χριστόν) and for this reason it is regarded as a "high", "true", "greater", "philosophy of what lies above", or even "spiritual philosophy". We may briefly say that St Nilus contrasts and compares the "true philosophy" to any other type of philosophy.

Many of the ancients produced philosophy, but they had had groundless presuppositions. This is especially revealed in their ascetical way of life, which was the fruit of their philosophy and which was a mixture of presuppositions characterized by the common feature of autonomous selection. They defined in a completely arbitrary way, which was the natural product of their unbridled subjectivism, the parameters of their asceticism, simply obeying their own dispositions and attempting to theologize with exclusively rational arguments and criteria. Their in-built inability to theologize authentically was the natural consequence of this manner of life and thought. Besides, their manner of life, not being "authentic", i.e in accordance with its philosophy, led to the creation of a "false face" (προσωπεία), as a possibility of defence for the individual choices and justification of their philosophical positions. According to St Nilus, the philosophers were great pretenders, since they did not apply to practice what they taught in theory.

On the other hand the Jewish ascetics who produced philosophy, did
reach the highest levels of ascetical life, because they founded their "philosophy" on a moral basis, with consistency and faithfulness, which was due to their steady and tested prototypes. All their effort, however, turns out to be in vain, because "what benefit can they gain from the struggles and the laborious training, if they deny Christ who set the rules of training?" "Denying the distributor of the trophies", they also denied the authenticity of the manner of life which they followed, since this manner of life was far removed from the true knowledge of God. (29)

The possibility of embodying in life "the Christian philosophy" is rooted in Christ himself, its propounder. Christ was "the only one who exhibited in word and deed the true philosophy". (30) Through his "pure life style" (καθαρή πολιτεία) he preserved his soul above the passions of the body, to the point that he discarded his very (human) life, being willingly led to death and thereby teaching "that the philosopher should be determined from above". By denying as a true philosopher the luxuries of life and struggling to master the corrupting passions, Christ arrived as a true example (ὑπογραμμός) to the point of not counting even his life whenever virtue called him to deliver it. (31)

"True philosophers", besides Christ, were also Christ's disciples, who adopted their Teacher's teaching in their life with absolute consistency (32) and also the imitators of Christ and his disciples, the saints, (33) who, discarding everything earthly, turned to the "philosophy which is above" (ἀνω φιλοσοφία), so that caring only for the absolute needs of the body they paid all their attention to the purification of their soul and to its presentation in boldness before God. (34)

Keeping the example of the life of Christ before his eyes as it was concretely applied in the lives of the Apostles and the Saints, St Nilus
specifies more accurately his definition of "true philosophy". "Philosophy is
the accomplishment of good life-manners accompanied by the conviction of
the true knowledge of existence" (φιλοσοφία γάρ ἐστὶν ἡθῶν κατόρθωσις
μετὰ δόξης τῆς περὶ τοῦ δυντος γνώσεως ἀληθοῦς). (35)

The diagrammatic process of this definition of true philosophy could be
expounded into the following stages:

St Nilus clarifies that the problem of the philosophy based on Christ
arises from the will of the pupil who tries to adopt it. Thus he observes,
that if the pupil of this philosophy honestly wishes to adopt it in his life,
then there is nothing which could inhibit his progress in doing so, because
even satan himself is unable to interfere in its course when he encounters
the strong will of the spiritual pupil. (36)

The pupil of the philosophy which is according to Christ is a sort of
initiate who is being initiated into the "dogmas" of the "lofty philosophy",
as it was expounded in the "Sermon of the Mount" (37) by its great initia­
tor, the Mystagogue Jesus Christ, and as it was applied by him in his own
earthly conduct. (38) In this way it becomes clear that the necessary
presupposition of the philosophy which is according to Christ is the
application of this philosophy in life. As such this presupposition constitutes
a "demonstration" (ἐπίδειξις) of the "trustworthiness of the precepts which
have been handed down" (τῆς τῶν παραδεδομένων ἀξιοστιάς). (39)

The problem of applied philosophy is essential. "Life without reason is
by nature more beneficial than reason without life. For the former is of
benefit even when it remains silent, whereas the latter is annoying even
when it shouts. If, however, reason and life run together, they constitute a
statue (an ideal) of complete philosophy." (40) Applied philosophy, combining
reason and practice, is the formula of perfection.
The lover of philosophy, who seeks the "accomplishment of the right manners of life" (τὴν κατάρμωσιν τῶν ἡθῶν), the mastery of the greater knowledge and philosophy and the exploration of the knowledge of true existence, i.e. the perfect Christian, spends all his time in a state of spiritual alertness (νησίζ), i.e. treating it as liturgical time (καταρμός), because he is not satisfied only by the spiritual opportunities granted to him by the Church but uses every moment and every detail of his life to a spiritual end. His state of spiritual alertness (νησίζ) turns his life into "a brilliant feast" (ἐορτὴν λαμπρῶν) which enriches him in piety (τὴ σεμνὴ πλουτοῦντα πολιτεία). This is a spiritual feast and gathering of saints, a daily celebration of passing from death to resurrection, which makes the celebrant "more royal than the royals" (βασιλικῶτερον τῶν βασιλέων), (41) a person who is materially poor but spiritually rich as true lover of God. In the centre of it all there is a renunciation of materialism and a mortification of sensuality which go side by side with an elevation of the mind above the creaturely domain which is followed by its capture (προοφαρπαγή) (42) and entry into a conversation with and contemplation of intelligible realities, i.e. the vision of God.

The philosopher according to Christ is an imitator of Christ and of the saints, who has freely chosen to adopt in his life the exact pattern of Christian conduct, because he is moved by an "eros for philosophy", i.e. a desire for sanctification. Thus, for St Nilus, the philosopher according to Christ is the saint and, also, the one who is called to be a saint, the monk; similarly the philosophy according to Christ is the life of sanctity and, consequently, the monastic life. The monk, then, is the authentic pupil of sanctity, the self-dedicated servant of the tradition. With this service the monk will be sanctified and become a model of sanctification, i.e. a model
of the philosophy which is according to Christ.

CHAPTER I

THE ESSENCE OF THE MONASTIC LIFE

I.1. The ontological principles of the monastic life

St Nilus examines in his writings and especially in the context of his admonitions and advices the problems of the ascetic manner of life. In doing this he also examines the logical parameters of the human being. It is a characteristic of the ascetical literature, that preceding and that following the time of St Nilus, to question the intellectual manner of life which is currently in force. This scheme of expression is not derived from argumentative roots. Had this been so it would have been uprooted from its origin. It is rather, a natural outcome of a manner of life which, being authentic, specifies the boundaries between what is rational and what is irrational. The confusion between what is and what is not rational or irrational is owed to the ignorance of the biblical material where one clearly finds the expression of the clash between the rational and the irrational and is given the Christian manner of life as a safety valve.

The expression of the ontological principles of the monastic life is a dialogical process from the broken rationality to its identity, from what is secularly rational to what is secularly irrational, i.e. from what is irrational to what is rational.\(^{(1)}\)

St Nilus examines the essence and the hypostasis of the fighter of the
desert, but not always on an intellectual basis, but on an existential one, where the essence specifies the hypostasis and the hypostasis interprets the essence. The combination and distinction of these fundamental existential terms expresses the harmony and identity of the "inner man". (2)

I.1.1. Self-renunciation

St Nilus professes allegiance to "the philosophy which is according to Christ". This philosophy is completely different from ordinary philosophy which is understood to be an intellectual investigation, solution, analysis, or disputation of problems. But it is primarily different because it is based on its self-denial!

The problematic condition of the human being was created from the moment when he deified his intellectual achievements. Here St Nilus has in mind, although he does not mention it explicitly, St Paul's position concerning the wisdom of the world. (3) God turned against the sophists, the makers of vain and false reasonings which are full of deceit, (4) because they did not manage to render their wisdom useful for the knowledge of God. (5) God's turning away from them signaled the foolishness of the wise (6) and the transference of the authority of reason to ordinary unskillful people (iσιωτεσζ). (7)

It is in this sense that the notion of irrational rationality is introduced. It consists of the clash between the "foolishness" of the wise and the authority of the "rationality of the unskillful people". This form of logic is called by St Nilus "philosophy according to Christ". The servants of this logic are the ordinary people who dedicated their life to the observation of its precepts, namely, the monks. (8) The term unskillful-manner of behaviour
specifies at the same time the monk's ontological identity. St Paul has spoken about "the foolishness of man for the sake of Christ"(9) as a manner of life which indicates the right manner of approach to God.

St Nilus deliniates the monk's "holy foolishness" (οὐκόνιδες) by speaking about his self-denial.(10) The monk has rejected his own existence, "by rejecting his being human", as a final condition of need and unskillful behaviour and as a unique possibility of authority of reason which is expressed as transposition to the nature of the incorporeal powers.(11)

Self-denial is not an act which is completed with its verbal expression. Because denial of self means denial of nature and hypostasis. Consequently this is the case of ontological or ontic denial in these two fundamental dimensions of it. This is precisely what the psalmist means in saying that "he is a worm and not a man, a shame of a man and a refuse of the people".(12) This realization is at the same time a realization of an annihilation of existential possibility, since it is only through a sort of annihilation of being, i.e. through the denial of the old man of mere conventions, that the monk escapes the attacks of the passions,(13) like someone who is dead and insensitive.(14) Thus the monk acquires the possibility of been transposed to God.(15)

Then, conscience becomes a merciless judge,(16) a criterion of self-consciousness which protects the fighter from the attacks of the unconscious(17) and the vainglory of an artificial image.(18) At the same time consciousness denies to itself the possibility to exist independently in itself, so that at the same moment it may be allowed to function as a judge.(19)

The obstacle in the journey of the fighter is his own achievement. By questioning what is an excess in himself and by accepting that he acts as an
unprofitable debtor, (20) he cannot boast as a saint, (21) because he knows that what he did was his duty and that the grace of God is connected with humility and is differentiated from any claim of repayment. (22)

As long as man is not prepared to deny himself, perfection remains far removed from him. (23) This is reversed when he empties himself and "rejoices with those rejoicing, weeps with those weeping, sympathises with whatever each one is in need of, thus being tested by happy and unhappy circumstances". (24) St Nilus is not ignorant of the positive results of self-emptying in inter-personal relations. "... who would not love the person who dwells in the desert" and who "does not express any opinion, even though he could do so", (25) just as he is not ignorant of the world's disapproval of the monk who empties himself in the context of his discipline. When they deceive him he prays. (26) When they do injustice to him, he "puts on" the hybris and the damage without raising any opposition. (27) In this he imitates Christ who is the type of one who suffers injustice and reviling (28) and who empties himself teaching others "the ineffable philosophy" of self-emptying and self-denial. (29) St Nilus advises the monk not to lose his courage when he is exposed to the temptations of reviling and disapproval, (30) but admonishes him to put on the perfect form of self-denial which falls in line with the perfect severing of the will. The monk should "bend his soul like a convict, so that he may gain crowns". (31)

This condition of humiliation of the monk produces different results from those produced by the conventional morality of human beings. Since the existence of a personal will is a "dizziness of heart" (ζωλη κορδιας), (32) the removal of it from the monk's life is identical with his healing and the prevailing new condition of "sober intoxication" (νησοξλος
μεθη),(33) which specifies his relation to God. "Dizziness" is replaced by "intoxication" and thus the monk resembles the "wild ass" (ἀγριαρος δνος) who runs in the desert.(34) Though he is righteous, he became an object of ridicule.(35) But he laughs at the public commotion, "not having to suffer the rebuke of the tax-collector, and grieving for the world,(36) though the world makes a ridicule of him".(37)

Thus the monk goes beyond the limits of himself, becomes non-being, returning to the level of non-beings, so that he may be easily remodelled by Christ(38) and become friend of Christ.(39) When this happens the natural environment is subjected to the "intoxicated unskilled-person"(40) who was rejected by the world but was blessed by God. In this way he becomes the sign-post of the two types of rationality, that of the city and that of the desert.(41)

I.1.2. Person, true and false.

The monk's self-denial and self-emptying is not a static act, which reaches its perfection at some point. It is rather the death of the old man and the resurrection of the new one who is dead to sin.

St Nilus admonishes the monk to become imitator "of the divine nature"(42), in order to replace his mortal ontological perspective with the possibility of taking part in the life of the Trinity.(43) And this possibility is connected with the fact that he has been made "according to God's image", since "we have been created according to this image in order to preserve the characteristics of His in us".(44)

In this way the monk preserves in his life the divine acts, in which he participates and thereby imitates Christ's nature. The space in him which
was emptied is occupied by Christ himself, he acquires "the mind of Christ"\(^{(45)}\) and, furthermore, he "puts on Christ",\(^{(46)}\) becoming himself a Christ, as he lives in the theology of his death and transformation as a taste of "clear joy"\(^{(47)}\) which is the outcome of the vision of God\(^{(48)}\). The pleasure of this relation with the Holy Trinity belongs to the monk who put off the fleshly weight of himself\(^{(49)}\) and returned to the agapetic communion with Christ as it was established at his baptism\(^{(50)}\).

Communion with the holy Trinity is secured only with the mortification and the crucifixion for the things of this world\(^{(51)}\) i.e. the mortification of the senses for the vanity which the scheme of this world produces\(^{(52)}\). Thus man lives the martyrdom of crucifixion as a stimulus of bad habits inviting him to return to them\(^{(53)}\). Essentially there is a clash here between habit \((\varepsilon\theta\omicron\varsigma)\) and manner \((\eta\theta\omicron\varsigma)\), which is specified as a self-willed captivity to Christ\(^{(54)}\) i.e. the unconscious attraction to "what the monk previously denied"\(^{(55)}\) and his self-willed submission to Christ. This is what, according to St Nilus, constitutes the meaning of ascetical theology. Asceticism becomes meaningful only in the context of the imitation of Christ, i.e. in the struggle of self-willed captivity. Philosophical exercise does not achieve the elevation of the nature of the human being. It leads perhaps to the condition of "a forgiven honour" \((\sigma\upsilon\gamma\kappa\varepsilon\chi\varphi\omicron\nu\mu\epsilon\iota\nu\tau\iota\iota\nu)\),\(^{(56)}\) i.e. a condition of admiration, but it fails to lead man beyond the limits of the human nature. This is where the utopianism of humanism and of philosophical exercise lie as they were appropriated and are still being appropriated in the history of mankind. Their utopianism lies in the fact that they are unrelated to the "imitation of Christ",\(^{(57)}\) which is the necessary presupposition for keeping man free from the danger of self-justification and narcissism.
The theology of the "imitation of the divine nature" in St Nilus' thought is connected internally with the theology of the person. In point of fact the person is an ontological declaration; it specifies the ethos and the fundamental dimensions of being: essence and hypostasis. In its extension the person denotes essence, hypostasis, ethos in indissoluble unity, where essence is characterized by ethos and ethos is essence and hypostasis specifies and is specified by the two preceding notions.

"This is what the Lord blamed the pharisees for, that they did not understand the notion of the person, nor did they bear the intelligent fruit which is derived from it, when they convicted the disciples for having eaten with unwashed hands, saying: Woe to you, scribes and pharisees, because you wash the outside of the plate and the cup whereas the inner side of it is full of plunder and evil. O blind pharisee, cleanse the inner part and the outer shall also be clean ... what is from the purity of the outer man, and be diligent to gather the fruit of inner purity". (58)

Referring to Lev. 26:10, St Nilus makes a distinction between the old and the new persons, meaning the completion of the Old by the New Testament. (59) The way, however, of specifying this change is important: "for there is a course of a new manner of life by imitation of the old", (60) where the meaning of the term person is specified by the term "course of new manner of life" (νέας ΠΟΛΙΤΕΙΑΣ ΦΩΡΑΙ).

The inability of the pharisees to understand the meaning of the person, denotes their inability to produce the "intelligent fruit" of the "course of the new manner of life" and, consequently, of their ignorance of an authentic manner of life. This ignorance of "the inner purity" is the cause of the artificiality of the "outer purity" of the pharisees.

St Nilus observes that the antithesis between the inner and the outer
man is not unknown in the monastic life. It has to do with those monks who, being unable to cope with the criterion of the desert, "escape" to the cities, where they carry about "an expertise of piety" as a bait and creating "an antithesis between an honoured scene and the truth". (61) St Nilus characterizes the "honoured scene" as a "false person" or "mask" (προσω-πειον). (62)

In this way, the false person is set up against the person, i.e. against the authentic manner of spiritual life. The false person symbolizes the lack of inner spiritual life, the ignorance of the fruit of the new manner of life which is according to Christ and, therefore, the pretence or hypocrisy whereby an artificial external balance seems to exist between being and acting. (65) Such a false person is only interested in what the others can see in him; in other words in the assessment of his spirituality by the on-lookers. And it happens that when they disapprove of him he loses courage, and when they approve, his false person is filled with boasting. (66)

Quite the opposite is the case of the "unskilled" person of the desert, who is restricted to the inner spirituality, i.e. relation with God. "He is alone with God alone who crowns his toil; who knows his particular work and who strives to teach him to learn himself and many other things, because he also runs the risk of becoming at some point an appraiser of himself, or being overtaken by a childish mind and doing harm to himself in the same way as he might suffer harm by others who praise him." (67)

1.2. The science of leading and being led

St Nilus speaks about pastoral work having fully perceived its dimen-
sions and its soteriological content. He studies the field of pastoral work
with a profound and neptic wisdom, precisely because his approach is not
based on abstract theory but constitutes a presentation of personal existential
experience. St Nilus' theory of pastoral work is marked by authenticity,
because the presenter of it has acquired personal experience of the contest
and has been strengthened by his struggle to meet in a godly manner the
difficulties entailed in this work. He has at his disposal a rich pastoral
wisdom "by the grace of God". (68)

I.2.1 The work of the spiritual pastor

According to St Nilus the good pastor is a "scientist" (ἐπιστήμων) (69)
and a "person of discipline" (ἐπιστάτης) (70). The science of pastoral art is
the result of spiritual toil and virtue. (71) It is not simply an art but the art
of arts. (72) This is why St Nilus reprimands those who come forth as
teachers of virtue without serious consideration of the discipline involved. (73)
Every art can be taught, but only the art of arts, the virtue of piety, is
regarded as "easiest of all (εὐκολώτερα πάντων) (74) and no one can learn
it who regards it as "an easy-going matter" (εὐχέρες πράγμα). (75) Thus
the "untrained" (ἀπαιδευτικοί) (76) who attempt to emulate the life of
the master, do nothing else than present the latter as a type of teacher who
is "easily scorned at" (ἐυκαταφρόνητος) (77) and "laughed at" (καταγέλα-
στος). "For who would not laugh at one who yesterday was carrying water
in the local tavern, but today is seeing as a teacher of virtue escorted by
disciples, or at one who, having recently withdrawn himself from political
crimes, was yesterday seen with a multitude of disciples creating a stir as
he went through the market". (78)
Bringing the pastoral art to disrepute is a natural consequence of not taking it seriously, since in this case "knowledge does not progress into habit by the particular training exercises", (79) or the pastoral art is taken up by people who have no experience of going to battle with demons: "they have not experienced any skirmishing of a spiritual army; nor have the invisible boxers come to them yet; nor have they been reached by the bitter and gloomy lines of battle of the enemy; nor has the Assyrian fallen on them; nor have they been tested; nor have they been shaken or scattered to pieces ... nor, probably, have they even heard of the perilous and toilsome name of virtue, and they already assume that they are accomplished fighters, victors of all opposing powers, reapers of every evangelical edict, persons equipped with every exceptional practice, experts [lit. scientists] of every spiritual wisdom, so that they are no longer in need of their teachers". (80)

These are persons who only learned the "manners of asceticism" (τὰ ἡσύχα τῆς ὀσκήσεως), i.e. what prayer is, how one should pray and how one should live according to the monastic prototypes. (81) Learning, however, what relates to asceticism merely theoretically, they are still ignorant of the essence of ascesis, i.e. of the purification of "the old pollutions" through bodily exercise. (82) Possessing the false sensation of spiritual maturity, which is often a feature of the person who "has just entered the monastic life", (83) they become self-designated teachers, "pulling along a row of disciples", (84) without realizing that "to look after souls is the most difficult task of all". (85) Hence the questions which St Nilus raises at this point: "How can one who has never advanced beyond bodily ascesis correct the manners of those subjected to him? How can he transform those who are accustomed to an evil habit? How can he help those who are in battle with passions, if he has no knowledge of the battle in the mind, or how can he
heal the wounds incurred by fighting in the war, when he is still laid off by wounds and needs to be cared for?" (86)

The untrained pastor, who lacks experience, lacks the source from which he could draw with streams of divine wisdom his pastoral teaching. As long as he is deprived of the source, whatever he teaches is derived from "disobedience" (ἐκ παρακοης). (87) A teacher of "disobedience" is especially one who lacks a habit of his own, i.e. an authentic spiritual life. (88) Being ignorant of the source of the inner relation with God, he attempts to lead others on the basis of his intellectual shrewdness, which he formed out of what he collected from his brief discipleship under the fathers of the desert. This is a dangerous act, inasmuch as "if he has not secured reason from every side, he runs the risk of becoming a cause of scandal to those who come under his discipline" (89) since he will be forced by a more profound discussant "to confess his ignorance." (90)

This lack of spiritual life in a pastor, i.e. lack of reference to a neptic experience, has serious damaging consequences in the contests of the brethren who are under his rule. (91) It could end with, either the reaction of the brethren, who instigate an "economic" [in the theological sense] revolt which is tolerated by God (92) and could produce the desirable effect on the pastor, or, worse, with the imitation of the "pastor's own vices" by the brethren (93) to the detriment of their own souls. (94) It is also possible, of course, that some of the brethren, "thinking prudently", may desert the "unscientific" (inexperienced) pastor in good time "considering his lessons to be shameful". (95) Clearly, however, the person who bears the brunt of responsibility for whatever happens is the "teacher of vices" who fails "to reprimand those who become zealots of his own vices". (96) There is no doubt that the loss of a soul becomes a cause of "additional punishment"
Thus St Nilus forewarns one of the "teachers of vices" about the pastors and fathers of the desert in this manner: "Becoming zealous of the Apostles, they were some sort of lamps shining in darkness, stationary stars, brightening up the moonless night of the human life, docks of safe havens unaffected by wintry storms, indicating to all that it is easy to escape without being damaged the attacks of the passions. You, however, who has under your custody so many souls, have cast out virtue, and driven it far away, and have happily covered up your face with the darkness of evil thought and manner and have led the brethren into evil-doing and wintry storm and ceaseless turbulence, striving to lead to destruction those who ought to be saved."(98) Recalling St Paul, St Nilus warns this pastor: "it is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of a living God).(99)

On the above basis the pastor who finds himself in an unhealthy spiritual state, should retreat from shepherding souls and give himself first to the healing of "the bad smell of his mouth"(100) through silence and hesychasm, undergoing "most enduring pain, and hardest discipline, and floods of tears, by persisting hardship and unceasing humility",(101) so that the grace and fragrance of Christ may be granted to him "to his own benefit and to the benefit of those who are to be catechized by him afterwards".(102)

St Nilus raises in this connection a devastating and pointed question which stresses in a particular way the utopian conduct of the unworthy pastor: "If you are unable to give an account of yourself before God, why do you strive, o man, to take into your hands the protection and training of others?"(103)
b) God as prototype-pastor

The right assessment of pastoral science starts with the acceptance of its absolute character. The genuine pastor is exclusively dedicated to his work. This is what St Nilus means when he says: "Let us throw away everything" (πάντα τί θυμάμεν), (104) which specifies the limits of pastoral activity within its natural framework.

The absolute and total dedication of a pastor to his work is dictated by the primary prototype of God as pastor.

Following the creation of man, God undertook man's pastoral care, by training Adam's soul (ψυχή-γνωσις). "He engaged daily in conversation with him because he needed to be led in his soul, God himself becoming a volunteer in the absence of those who might soothe his listlessness". (105) The prohibited fruit was not introduced on account of "envy of knowledge" (φθόνος γνώσεως), but as a device of pastoral training; so that man might come to know that he too is subject to law and command, even though he rules over all the animals. Envy, as a state of relation is unthinkable for God, who, as St Nilus says, is "clean of envy" (καθωρικός φθόνος). (106) Besides, as a perfect pastor who "has his own glory self-passed" (τὴν οἰκεῖαν δόξαν ἔχων αὐτόκτητον), God rejoices when others also wish to acquire it. (107)

God's pastoral love is also discerned in its postlapsarian expression. God does not abandon the disobedient Adam to be "without a guardianship" (ἀπείθη κηδεμονίας), "destitute" (ἐρήμον), as it were, nor does he deprive him of his assistance. He creates for him new conditions of life, so that what he failed to achieve in a state of comfort, he might succeed to acquire through a new form of life in toil and pain. Since he failed to
learn God's therapy and to be entertained in his soul by his conversation with him, he had to undergo a new form of discipleship provided by divine love.(108)

The pastoral expression of the love of God the pastor is clearly described by St Nilus, both when he refers to the "birth-pains of the Holy Spirit" in reforming the inner man,(109) and when he explains "Christ's tutelage", whereby paedagogical constrain is "economically" (οἰκονομικῶς, by dispensation) prescribed for his "most favoured servants".(110)

The pastor, then, is the continuator of the work of God and, naturally, of his Son. He is "the deposit of blood and pain",(111) inasmuch as he is a type of "the just Jesus, the Lord of all, who suffered such and so many pains for his servants, his beneficiaries, and was never vexed against them, but made propitiation for them before the Father".(112)

c) The pastor's spiritual life as the presupposition of his pastoral work

It is in the perspective of this succession in the work of the arch-pastor Christ that we see the self-denial of the pastor as a basic and indispensable presupposition of the pastoral ministry. This is a fundamental virtue in the monastic life, since this life also presupposes the self-denial and self-emptying of the pastor, which has been achieved during the period of his personal ascesis. This is the reason which makes the preceding personal training of the pastor to be regarded as a sort of safety valve of the pastoral work which follows afterwards.

The authenticity of the pastoral work demands the perfection of its agent. "You should not desire on account of love of honour to catechize and initiate others before you have achieved the acquisition of virtues; but
you should first accomplish every good task and, having become perfect, after you have carried them out successfully ... then you may train and teach the others with boldness". (113) It is because the pastoral work is not cut off from the entire personal ascetical experience, but is naturally integrated with it, that the pastor should follow the "bloody path" and acquire the "experience of war" in order to become a living instrument of the dynamics embedded in this work. (114) The journey towards the conquest of pastoral virtue is, above all, a war journey. (115) This war is, in its first phase, a battle against the passions, so that the cultivation of the soul might follow (116) and the virtues which are necessary for the exercising of the pastoral work might be acquired. It is after this kind of personal cultivation that the pastor will have the possibility to cultivate others. (117) Having thus cultivated himself, by going to battle with the demons, he is now in a position to turn the weapons of war into weapons of peace, (118) so that he may work for the benefit of many, (119) which is an impossible task for those "who are still running to wood with the works of vice". (120) Besides, what sort of benefit is it to anyone, if the fertile earth is occupied by war "so that the enjoyment of the cultivated fruit is inhibited and the plenitude rendered by it is given to the opponents rather than to those who laboured for it". (121)

This manner of life is typologically expressed with the life of the Israelites in the desert. During the entire period of their journey to the land of the promise, they were not allowed by God to engage in any agricultural activity, because this would have been to the detriment of their training for war. "It is after the respite of the enemies that he advises them to do it [i.e. agriculture], saying: When you enter the land of the promise, you should plant in it every tree that bears fruit." (122) You shall
not plant anything before you enter there; for the one presupposes the other, as it is obvious". (123)

In accordance, then, with this typological image, the work of pastoral care for others is preceded by personal "cultivation" (γεωργία). This means that the person who is to become a pastor of others should first struggle against the personal passions. This struggle, of course, is not monosemantic. It has a manifold signification, but its most important feature is connected with spiritual wisdom and knowledge which is obtained when the fighter fights the passions. The battle with the passions has the advantage that it helps the future pastor "to deliver to his memory" (i.e. to preserve in his consciousness) the manner of combatting the passions and its technique, so that he can store up the various forms of advice which is to be given to the brethren under him. The combination of this storing up of memory of the war technique with the study for soberness and watchfulness constitutes the condition of nepsis. Nepsis, as a personal acquisition, is the basic presupposition for authentic spiritual teaching and redemptive pastoral work. This is why the authentic spiritual fighter should discern with the power of nepsis the "intercourse" (κοίτη) of the psychical world and bring to the surface of consciousness the impassionate ideas which specify his behaviour and contact. (125) Thus the spiritual fighter has the opportunity "to advise others concerning the matters of the battle", (126) as experience is transformed into teaching, (127) and has the possibility "to crown their effort with victory without pain by foretelling the intentions of the adversary and to produce crowns at the outcome of the battle". (128)

The example of Joshua son of Nun, in particular, is one that expresses typologically the procedure of this form of nepsis. As it is known, as soon as Joshua crossed the Jordan with the Israelites, he took care to place
pointer-stones, as indicators for safe crossing of the river for those who were to attempt this in the future.\(^\text{129}\)

St Nilus also uses the image of the washing basin to present the pastor in the same framework of nepsis. The pastor is a type of a washing basin. As such "he does not reject anyone of those who come to him".\(^\text{130}\) He bears up not only the burden but also the stain of the weaker brethren. And, as the washing basin accepts the dirt of those who are being cleansed in it, so the "supervisor" (ἐπιστάτης) bears up the pollution of the thoughts and actions of his subordinates. This special form of sacrifice on the part of the pastor acquires an even greater significance, if one takes into account, that as he himself cleanses the stains of others, he does not remain uncontaminated, since "it is natural that the memory pollutes the mind of the speaker"\(^\text{131}\).

The possibility of indicating the manners of victory to the subordinates and the meeting of the pastor with their pollution, indicate heights of spiritual situation and at the same time a profound knowledge of the neptic science. For this reason St Nilus states that "such a pastor is rare and not easy to find"\(^\text{132}\). Because there are pastors who conquered their passions, without, however, being able to say how and, consequently, without being able to teach their subordinates the authentic manner of the acquisition of virtue. These pastors became victors over the passions, but in the manner "as it were of a night-battle" (ὡς ἐν νυκτί ὑποκαθιστήριον),\(^\text{133}\) within the darkness of the possibilities of their consciousness, and hence, they were ignorant of the "how" of the victory. They won thanks to the great hardship to which they subjected themselves. Their victory, however was not "in full understanding" (ἐν ἐπιγνώσει). For St Nilus such a victory can not help the pastor in his work, since he lacks the deep knowledge of the manner by
which it was achieved. According to St Nilus the basic principle is that "the full awareness of the manner of carrying out the spiritual battle and the direct understanding, as far as possible, of the secret schemes entailed therein constitute the most essential condition and presupposition of the successful ascetic of the pastoral art".\textsuperscript{(134)}

Consequently, self-knowledge (αὐτογνώσις) is one of the essential conditions pertaining to the success of the pastoral activity of a pastor. The pastor must operate on himself consciously, so as to assure himself whether he teaches "in deed" (ἔργον), or only "in word" (λόγος).\textsuperscript{(135)} St Nilus does not have an absolute preference for any one of the two methods of teaching. He is confident, however, that "it is not word, but deed that induces those who are led to adopt imitation".\textsuperscript{(136)} Indeed Holy Scripture underlines the work in the case of Abimelech and Gedeon. "You should also do, as you saw me doing".\textsuperscript{(137)} And also in the address of St Paul to the elders of the Church of Ephesus; "That these hands served to my needs and to those who were with me".\textsuperscript{(138)}

On the other hand, by projecting the balance of the ascetical logic St Nilus puts the word in its place in comparison with the act, stressing that "the acts which are deprived of theory (vision) wither"\textsuperscript{(139)} and thereby indicating that the ideal of the ascetical pastoral life, and of all pastoral activity in general, is the harmony of deeds and words. The unity of words and deeds strengthens the authority of the pastor and it is a criterion of authenticity of spiritual life. In this case the pastor is freely accepted by his subordinates, since "he himself is put forth to the learners" as an icon of virtue and a type for imitation.\textsuperscript{(140)} Thus the imitation of the pastor by his followers becomes a constructive relation for the pastor.

The pastor is always keeping watch and remains in a state of nepsis
because he understands that "the teacher's inexperience leads to the loss of the disciples" and that "the disciples' lack of diligence endangers the status of the teacher". He keeps watch about, and even agonizes over, his behaviour so that his example may build up the disciples. His agony for himself is derived from his effort to present himself to his disciples as a type of virtue so that they may make progress in the spiritual life and at the same time help their teacher in his own struggle.

On the other hand the pastor's agony for the salvation of his disciples is derived from the fact that "he will have to give an account for them". St Paul "made Onesimus a martyr from being a fugitive". Elijah "made" Elishah a prophet from being a farmer. Moses, above all others, "enhanced the adornment of Joshua above all others". Eli made Samuel rise above him. All these teachers helped their disciples to become better than them and "this is why they became God's mouthpieces, administering God's decisions to human beings; for they heard him saying, If you bring something honourable out of something dishonourable, you will be like my mouth". This is exactly the work of the teacher: to turn the disciple from a piece of clay into a holy temple. The quest for the ontological rejuvenation of the disciple becomes "at the same time" a quest for the preceding ontological renewal of the teacher. This means, indeed, that the spiritual life of the teacher is a norm of salvation or destruction of the disciple. The realization of this fact is the mightiest challenge of self-awareness for the pastor.

I.2.2. Submission

Submission is put forth in the ascetical literature as a necessary
condition of the authentic spiritual life. If this submission is rightly appropriated, as a perfect denial of self and humility of mind, it is capable for leading the monk to progress in monastic life and remains as a guarantee of sanctity, as long as the subordinated person is a diligent student of the "science of virtue". (147)

a) The necessity of submission

St Nilus relies on his pastoral experience in underlining the need of assuming perfect submission, not as an alternative option, but as a quest for life, inasmuch as ignorance of it is a cause of death. Here he mentions the example of Abel (148) and Dinah, (149) the daughter of the patriarch Jacob. Abel was assassinated and Dina was corrupted. Both of them suffered damage, because they did not choose the hesychastic manner of life which is appropriate for those who lack perfection, so that they may make progress in asceticism, (150) but tried "to go beyond their own way of life". (151) Other examples relevant in this connection are those of Giezi and Judas. Both of them ignored their teachers and misunderstood the meaning of submission. As a result Giezi fell into the crime of theft, (152) and Judas into the ultimate dishonour of betrayal. (153) "Had they remained attached to the teachers of prudence, none of them would have committed any transgressions". (154)

Furthermore, the denial of submission is for St Nilus an ontological downfall. The monk who refuses to submit, loses his ontological complement. "Whosever says, that I become an anchorite on this account, so that I may have no one irritating my anger, does not differ from any irrational beast."
For we do indeed see the beasts at rest, and in no way showing any wild­
ness, if no one arouses them to anger".(155) This ontological downfall
either leads to death, according to the above example, or to some other
manner of bringing one to his senses on the part of God. "Those who do
not wish to be saved through the word of obedience and faith, they are
brought back to their senses according to some ineffable goodness of God
by means of painful and fallen additions".(156)

The meaning which St Nilus attributes to this submission has to do on
the one hand with the possibility of salvation, which is thereby secured for
the monk, and on the other hand, to the fact that this is not simply an
ascetic obligation but a composite relation which exerts a powerful influence
both on the subordinate and on the spiritual master. St Nilus regards "grave
and dangerous to overlook even slightly any of the teacher's demands,(157)
not only because this incurs personal damage to the subordinate, but also
because "the lack of diligence of the disciples, incurs much danger to the
teacher and especially "when they are indolent on account of his inex-
perience".(158) For this reason the teacher should be always on his guard,
not only concerning himself but also concerning the attitude and behaviour
of his disciples, so that if a need arises he may exclude the person respon-
sible for it from the coenobitic life.(159) St Nilus establishes his thesis on
the prophetic authority of Ezekiel. "And you shall place an iron pan
between yourself and the city and there shall be a wall between yourself
and between it."(160) At the same time the teacher shall save in this way
the rest of the subordinates from the threat "of communion of punishment
with the indolent one".(161)
c) The most authentic submission.

Submission is not an act which is easily accomplished. This is because man's self-denial is not a self-evident act. St Nilus directs the monk with high pastoral sensitivity to achieve his initial purpose, which is to accept submission not as a typical (external), but as a cataphatic (essential) act.

The structure of his thought starts with a commonly accepted truth: "For the judgement of the artful is one and of the artless another".(162) It is also commonly accepted that it is the sailor and not the passenger who trusts the captain of a ship, believing in him rather than in himself, and considering him to be the only suitable judge to determine his salvation, even if his perspective is different from what his would have been in a similar situation.(163)

St Nilus deals with submission-obedience in the monastic life in the same way. "It is not, then, those who allowed others to deal with their salvation, that having abandoned what is obvious, conceded to the art of the person who knows their own thoughts thinking that their own is a more trustworthy science".(164)

St Nilus emphasizes the scientific aspect of the method of learning consisting of the monk's submission to the spiritual master. Initially the new monk will learn from the guides of the desert (ψηφιτός), who are also responsible for the younger and more inexperienced monks. When, however, the new monk progresses in obedience, then, he comes to the professors of the desert (καθηγητός) who are responsible for the advanced disciples. It is not impossible, if the need arises, for the professor of the desert to exercise at the same time the ministry of the guide of the desert. In this connection St Nilus uses the term "science" (ἐπιστήμη) of the desert in
order to underline the methodical and systematic process of learning virtue and perfect submission.\(^{(165)}\)

Only the perfect subjection is perfect. The monk, should deliver himself to his teacher, imitating the saints, and this includes not only himself but also whatever belongs to him, material or spiritual, so that his teacher may work out his salvation without any obstacles.\(^{(166)}\) In this unit St Nilus mentions the example of Elishah, who "denied the world as he coordinated himself to his teacher". "He ploughed, he says, with oxen, and there were twelve oxen in front of him, and he slaughtered the oxen and grilled them in the vessels of the oxen".\(^{(167)}\) Just as Elishah did not argue with himself, but denied himself and strove to wipe out the causes, which would possibly obstruct him in his spiritual progress, so the monk is called to be emancipated from the deception of "his own mind".\(^{(168)}\) Perhaps because the monk of this kind, keeps some sort of relic of his old self which prevents him from succeeding in denying his existence. Besides, this is the tragedy of the fall. The first subordinate of humanity was Adam, who denied the absolute paedagogical authority of God his teacher, not being able to deny himself. The inescapable consequence of his weakness was precisely the fall.

In reality, as St Nilus points out, the subordinate can be compared with the oxen which carried the ark. In spite of the sorrow and the toil, which was caused to them by its weight, they did not turn to any other direction not did they decline from their course. Walking steadily "as if following a definite rule" (ὡς προ ἐπὶ κανόνι) they run the course "being conquered by the awesomeness of the preceding ark". The question, then, naturally arises, "why should those who are going to carry the intelligent ark not do the same?"\(^{(169)}\).
Essentially the monk, following the example of the oxen of the ark, should walk, without apprehension or opposition, i.e. without a personal will, on the traces of Joseph in order to arrive at Dothaim,\(^{(170)}\) which is interpreted "a great eclipse", and is a term of perfection, since it is ontologically interpreted as perfect poverty.\(^{(171)}\) The condition of perfect poverty is the beginning of spiritual creation and civilization. The subordinate arrives at the stage "of denying himself and his own will as if he is no different from a soulless body,\(^{(172)}\) and much more as matter in the hands of the artist who does not prevent him from working on it as he sees fit. "Thus the teacher is working out the science of virtue on his disciples who are entrusted to him and raise no objections to him [like soulless matter].\(^{(173)}\)"

St Nilus extends the meaning of subjection and discipleship \textit{ad infinitum}. In this perspective, discipleship, as perfect submission, is seen as an eternal act, which is not interrupted nor ceases to move at some particular point, but accompanies the entire existence of the fighter of the desert to the very end. "The disciple makes speedy progress, if he looks to the teacher for ever".\(^{(174)}\) Besides, discipleship, as expression of humility, is an essential and inalienable element of the spiritual battle of the monk and in the last analysis this means that it falls in line with the end of the monk's life.

***
II.1. The structure of the human psyche

St Nilus appears to have a profound knowledge of the depths of the human psyche. His penetrating statements about this constitute very apt renderings of the psychological observations of the patristic wisdom of his time which took shape under the experience of "nepsis" and prayer. The reader of St Nilus' works observes a certain restriction in the descriptions of human psychic motions which, however, are reversely analogous to the richness of his thought. Avoiding the construction of a scholastic system of psychological exposition, St Nilus offers his invaluable experience throughout all of his work, in an incidental fashion, always using the challenge of particular cases in order to expound his themes.

The purpose in St Nilus' psychological references is to lead, as it were, his monks by the hand in the battle against the passions. In doing this he exposes them to the difficulties of the battle and also presents them with the possibilities available to them for coping successfully with these difficulties.

The material of St Nilus' psychological references is presented below in such a way as to render as far as possible the fuller picture of his psychological experience under the perspective, of course, of his theological and neptic thought.
II.1.1. The Soul (ψυχή)

St Nilus specifies the soul as a "mindful reality" (νοητῶν χρήματος). As mindful, i.e. immaterial, "she is capable of reaching things pertaining to the mind" (ἐφίέται τῶν νοητῶν). She is a divine and wonderful creature. The nature of the soul is invaluable (χρυσή = golden, as Nilus puts it), but the man who commits sin, turns her into the condition of stone and copper. Thus she runs the risk of "being drowned" (καταπνοντισμοῦ) "by reason of her own choice" (προκρίνεσθαι οἰκεῖο). Under such circumstances the soul is unable to rise to God, because she is, on account of sin, irresistibly drawn downwards to earthly things. For the neptic fighter, however, the fall of the soul towards earthiness, under the weight of sin and the flesh, is a challenge arousing the desire of departing to Christ the Master.

The highest expectation of the soul is the resurrection which will follow death. Through this resurrection the soul will receive her body "enlivened through the Holy Spirit and continue to be united with it for ever in an indissoluble gladness, blessedness and sinlessness." For this reason St Nilus calls the event of the resurrection a "second soul" (δευτέρα ψυχή), thus underlining, that if the earthly life is cut off from the expectation of the resurrection, then, man becomes dead to acts of virtue.

The possibility of the resurrection is hidden in Baptism. Through Baptism the soul enters into a relation of love with God (ἀγαπητική σχέσις) and, from that moment onwards, she tries to live in accordance with the will of the Jealous God (ζηλωτὴς Θεός), who does not allow the
soul to depart from him. (9) God is the only one who knows the essence of the soul. Her powers, however, are known to the man of virtue, according to the schema: "from the superabundance of the heart". (10)

The relation of "love with God" is seen in the special blessings which God provides. (11) All these blessings raise the soul to a distinguished position amongst the immaterial and spiritual beings. St Nilus stresses that the soul is higher than the angels and even "above every principality and authority" (ὑπεράνω πάσης ἀρχῆς καὶ ἐξουσίας). (12)

In St Nilus' teaching the relation of the soul to the body is also of special importance. The soul is regarded as "mistress" (κυρία) and the body, as "servant" (παίδισκη). (13) The body is understood as a "living thing which cooperates with piety" (συμπράττοντι πρός τὴν θεοσέβειαν ζωή). (14) Its role should be viewed from the vantage point of the present (τὸ ἐνεστῶς ἰωμένης καὶ πρός τὴν ἐξῆς ἐνδειαν ἄχρηστος). (15)

St Nilus' admonitions have a clearly ascetical perspective. The prototypes for imitation in this are those Fathers who taught, through the subjection of their flesh to their soul, which was being perfected, the measure and the degree of the participation of the flesh in the sanctification of the soul. They remained firmly fixed upon the vision of God until the bodily needs (nature) brought them back to the body which required their care. (16)

On the contrary the "double-souled man" (ὁ δίψυχος ἄνηρ), (17) i.e. the monk who "is distinguished for his prayers but also hesitates" (ὁ διακρινόμενος ἐν ταῖς προσευχαῖς καὶ διστάζων), (18), since he measures his circumstances and behaviour from the perspective of the present life, remains attached to the fulfilment of the needs of his body, as it seems right to him, and not as it is prescribed by the neptic conscious-
ness. The "double-souled man" makes no serious progress in spiritual life, because only the emancipation from the things of this life can lead to the formation of a perfect soul.(19) The cares of the present life, whatever their nature, push the monk downwards and do not allow him to rise upwards to God.(20) This monk has an "impious soul" (ἀσεβὴς ψυχή).(21)

The crucial dangers of the spiritual condition of the soul are on the one hand "acidy" (weariness of soul - ἀκηδία), and on the other hand, "pride" (ὑπερηφάνεια). St Nilus speaks of "acidy" as the unnatural condition of a soul which is "out of tune" (ἀτονία ψυχῆς). By contrast the brave soul is that which comes through and overcomes temptations.(22)

Furthermore "pride" is a "wound of the soul" (οἰδήμα ψυχῆς). The greater the height of a monk's pride, the greater the depth of his fall. As a matter of fact the monk who is proud in his soul "is abandoned by God and becomes the object of the demons' rejoicing" (ἐγκαταλιμπάνεται ὑπὸ τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ γίνεται δαιμόνων ἐπίχαρμοι).(23)

St Nilus' sensitivity concerning the dangers to which the soul is exposed forces him to admonish the monk to seek her salvation(24) by sanctifying her through the sacraments.(25) As he points out, the soul which "was previously turned through laxity into a desert and uncultivated land", is capable through the sacraments "to be changed to the better and to be turned into a land which is tamed and capable of being cultivated and shaped in accordance with what is greater".(26) Since the "non-fabricated beauty" (ἄμηχανον κόσμος)(27) of the soul can shine forth through God's grace, it is sufficient for her to depart from indolence, to enter into humility and to meet with God,(28) because the reward of "the perfect soul" is the "grasp of the truth"(24) and the highest truth is God.
II.1.2. The Heart

The term "heart" (καρδια), as it appears in the writings of St Nilus, denotes the inner spiritual reality of man. Its meaning is focused either on the inner man or on man's inner mind. (30)

The commencement of the spiritual struggle demands bravery of heart. This is necessary both for the fighter of the desert and for the brethren in the monastery. This is what makes St Nilus to borrow a relevant text from Deuteronomy ("A man who is coward in his heart, should return to his house and decline from going to war, in case he turns his brother's heart to cowardice") (31) in order to warn the fighter of the spiritual battle about the consequences of cowardice. "It is possible," as he explains, "a person who is coward before temptations and the battle against demons to paralyze the eagerness of the person who is ready to do the best". (32)

Cowardice of heart is cowardice of mind, due to the lack of spiritual training. "Staying in the house" indicates security, since lack of daring in the spiritual life is a cause of death.

The clash with the demons demands the "brokeness of heart" (33) as an act of self-rejection of the achievements of a monk, i.e. of self-denial. The brokeness of the inner man is not an act of cowardice, but an act of inner power on the part of the spiritual man who adopts with consistency the teachings of the Scriptures and the "tokens" of God's chasticement. (34) This is why the replacement of a "stony heart" (λιθινη καρδια) by a "heart of flesh" (σαρκινη καρδια) is a necessary presupposition of spiritual progress. (35)

When Ezekiel formulated this prophesy of his, he had before him the
Israelites who suffered from hardness of heart\(^{(36)}\) and who, waiting the Day of the Lord with the assurance of the exclusive and unique inheritor, regarded it to be their natural right to institute their own laws of spiritual life and abolish the laws of God.

Ezekiel is added to the chorus of the prophets who stress the incomprehensible and unexpected character of the coming of the Day of the Lord. To the verse from the Prophet Isaiah, "wash yourselves and be cleansed"\(^{(37)}\) Ezekiel adds as a presupposition of purity the "removal of the stony heart"\(^{(38)}\) as the only way of healing the "hardness of heart" \(\text{σκληροκαρδία}\), as a humility of mind and possibility of communion with God.\(^{(39)}\)

Applying this prophesy to the struggle of a monk St Nilus also stresses the baseless assumption of the principle of predictability in the spiritual life. Thus by admonishing the monks "to avoid communion with those who, having followed the monastic life, chose to serve pride, grinding their teeth with confidence and enlarging their chests",\(^{(40)}\) he calls for a "heart of flesh" \(\text{σωρκίνη καρδία}\), i.e. the adoption of a humble mind. According to him the new Israelites carry within them the law of God much more than the ancient Israelites did in OT times, because they carry it not in "hearts of stone" but in "hearts of flesh" \(^{(41)}\), thus demonstrating God's grace\(^{(42)}\). These hearts are not inscribed with ink but with the Spirit of the living God.\(^{(43)}\) On the other hand failure in the spiritual life leads to a heart of sorrows and tribulation.\(^{(44)}\) This heart is deceived by the things around her to which she is attached but which do not allow her to find rest.\(^{(45)}\)

In another unit of thought and syllogisms, St Nilus stresses the
significance of the heart as denoting the inner man. Every "evil thought" (πονηρός λογισμός), which enters into the heart, constitutes a "foreign dress" (-cols τριον ἐνδομα) and not the wedding garment of the union with God.(46) Essentially the affirmation of sin is an ignorance of the heart. In turn ignorance of the heart is ignorance of God.(47) It is within such a perspective that St Nilus recommends the purification of the hearts, so that the "divine trophies" (τὰ θεῖα κειμήλια) may be placed in the purified house of the heart.(48)

The purity of the heart is not, of course, connected only with the inner man as depositor of the divine trophies. It is at the same time a presupposition of external behaviour which reflects the inner purity. The purity of the heart penetrates both the inner and the outer man and secures man's authentic progress in these two dimensions, the psychological and the bodily. Indeed the purity of heart is a presupposition for the purity of the body(49). The body which is led by a "pure heart" also works out its own purity.

II.1.3. The Mind (νοῦς)

According to St Nilus the mind occupies a leading place within the sphere of the inner man. In point of fact the mind is the "charioteer" (ἡνίοχος)(50) who governs the inner world of man. Its leadership consists in the discrimination which determines the "psychic movements", "to the point of achieving a sort of common harmony".(51) Furthermore the mind is "the king (ὁ βασιλεὺς),"(52) "the general of the powers that are inside" (ὁ στρατηγὸς τῶν ἐνδομα). (53)

The distinguished position of the mind is explained by recourse to its
nature. The mind has the possibility to "talk to God" (προσομιλίας μετὰ τοῦ θεοῦ).(54) This is a dialogical relation which comes to exist in the context of the "vision of God" (θεωρία θεοῦ).(55) The ascent of the mind to God and the preservation of its relation with him demand a process of neipsis and struggle. The struggle begins from the regulation of the relation of the mind to the flesh. This relation functions in accordance with the position which is given to these two fundamental agents in the whole man. The mind is the Master of the flesh. Therefore the flesh has the position of a servant.(56) As long as the mind issues commands in accordance with what its relation with God teaches it, it remains the indisputable master. However, in whatever instance the mind issues "abominable commands" (βελανοφόρος), showing that it is deprived of a relation with God, then, it is possible for the servant to rise against its master. The flesh "abhors the mind which issues abominations"(57) and thus it is possible for the servant "to forget its proper limits, to arrive at a tyranny and to dare raise arms against its owner".(58) Then the mind becomes "submerged" (ὑποβρύχιος).(59) It loses the capacity to rise to God,(60) and to enter into the vision of God.(61) In this case the mind becomes dull,(61) uncontrollable,(63) darkened,(64) and, inevitably, subservient to many masters.(65)

The therapeutic training of the mind by the fighter of the desert begins from the moment when he makes the decision about and achieves the transposition of his mind from the life of the flesh to the spiritual life.(66) The difficulties of the "healing of the mind" are connected with the "condition of anxiety" which is created in the anchorite when his mind is "gripped by anxiety" (ἐνοχή χοζης)(67) immediately after his ascetical flight. The condition of anxiety is a consequence of the influence of passions.
The passions put pressure on the mind to return to its previous condition. Under this pressure the mind resembles "the body which has just begun to recover from a long term illness, in which even the slightest excuse becomes a cause of its return to the illness in case it regains greater strength." (68)

The inner clash which the pressure of the passions stirs up inside the anchorite is the cause of his return to the memory of these passions. This is further enhanced by the "ceaseless movement of the mind". This means that the ascetic who undertakes the struggle has to master and control the ceaseless motion of the mind in a way that it does not run away to the cares of life which capture it and, on many occasions, feed the passions. (69) In the life of the desert the mind has to be delivered from cares. When it reaches the state of being care-less, "it becomes untouchable to the devil". (70) This allows the monk to be delivered from the anxiety of the temptations (71) and to be able to lead his mind to the vision of God. This ascent is achieved by means of spiritual exercises (contests); "for it is with the study and exercise of spiritual sayings, as well as with intensive prayer that the mind becomes detached from the things which are not pleasing to God and is transported to Godly lessons, spending profitably its time by engaging in these latter, while throwing to oblivion the former." (72)

The transposition of the mind to God leads to the vision of God and to the dialogical relation of the monk with God. Nevertheless, this achievement does not mean that the monk may now rest assured of having secured his position in the spiritual contest. Even when he has managed to enter the stage of his direct relation with God, the monk still needs to continue exercising his mind, so that he may not diviate from communion.
with God and return to a communion with the passions, i.e. to the condition of anxiety caused by the temptations.

Having achieved its ascent to God, the mind draws to itself the gift and grace of God. At the same time, however, being free from fleshly attachments and from the anxiety of sin, it trains itself "either by praying to God or by considering what is useful". The constant training leads the mind to the possibility of self-examination and self-understanding, so that by observing itself it may ensure that nothing good is missing from it.

The training of the mind in the conversation with God leads it to put on Christ and consequently to be assimilated with "the mind of Christ." In the monastic idiom "the mind of Christ" is defined as a "purified hegemonic principle" (κεκοσμημένον ἡγεμονικόν). In this condition the monk acts as Christ, "leading a bright life" and becoming perfect, "as our Father in heaven is perfect."

II.1.4. The power of perception (Διάνοια)

According to St Nilus the work of perception is of no lesser importance than that of the mind. This is because perception has the capability of reflecting the Divine. In essence it is perception which facilitates the work of the mind. This facilitating function becomes apparent from the fact that the lack of diligence on the part of perception in supporting the work of the mind incurs inability in reaching vision. Without the unique service of perception the mind is incapable of functioning properly so as to rise to God.

The procedure leading to the grace of God begins from the relation of
perception with fleshly things. St Nilus stresses the fact of the "sluggishness" (ὀποιοδήποτε ἡμῶν) of man on account of sin. This is a condition prevailing upon the ascetic fighter of the desert owing to excessive attachment to earthly things. By doing this the monk loses sight of the damage incurred upon him, especially because he finds himself far removed from nepsis and alertness. St Nilus describes with clarity the tragedy of sluggishness as seen in the case of the fighter of the desert who lets himself be led astray by earthly things related to the present life. "For how can perception find time to know what is sorrowful, when the sight of visible things completely diverts it, and does not give it much chance to consider this? At this moment it accepts these forms, and after a while it accepts others, and a little later others again... Thus it cannot understand its pollution". (83)

The distraction of perception by the visible things leads to "the collection of construction materials of sin" (συνωμοσία ποιητικῶν ὁλοιῶν τῆς ἀμαρτίας). (84) This means, in turn, that "memory" (μνήμη) is fed with these materials (85) and as a result perception is burning with a desire to commit sin. (86)

St Nilus never fails to remind his monks of the evangelical teaching concerning the commitment of sin. Following the relevant verse from St Matthew’s Gospel, where it is stressed that "everyone who sees a woman and desires her has already committed adultery in his heart," (87) he draws his conclusions: "whoever desires a certain thing, either good or evil, has already committed it in his mind". (88) Consequently the acceptance of sin is connected with its very roots. This is the reason that prompts St Nilus to reprimand the "monks who indulge in dreaming" (τούς ἡμών ἐμβαδοντας μοναχοὺς) for throwing fuel in the fire instead of keeping in a state of
The distraction of the mind and its re-orientation towards earthly things constitutes a spiritual deficiency. Perception becomes fleshly and, consequently, unable to "reflect" God as a mirror. The inability to reflect God is inability to communicate with him. In this condition "the monk is completely unable to think of anything above and beyond the body" (οὐ δὲν παντελῶς δύναται ύπὲρ τὸ σῶμα διανοεῖσθαι). This is what constitutes death.

The neptic person is bound "not to allow entry into his perception of the imaginations of thoughts which are by nature damaging" (οὐ πάροδον διδόναι ἐπὶ τὴν διάνοιαν ταῖς τῶν βλάπτειν περιφόρων λογικιῶν φαντάσμασι), "so that the passions which are mortified through diligence might not be revivified". If there is something that distinguishes the perception in its relation to fleshly things, this is the "ease" (ἡχεύειν) it has in its "inclination towards the passions which had been previously ousted from it for some time". The fighting monk should always keep in mind this "ease", as well as the fact that "the inclination of the habit of virtue is very easy to change, indeed too easy, if one is careless, and turns to its opposites," so that he may always choose to follow the way of nepsis and prayer.

Following this way the monk arrives at "the condition of an undistracted perception" (ἀπαρενόχλητον τῆς διάνοιας κατάστασιν). This is the "time of fulfilment" (ὁ καιρός) into which "perception" enters "after the corruption of the adversaries", in order to be able "to change to the better and to cultivate its own powers". Entering into this "time of fulfilment", involving an active relation between God and man, the monk arrives at a "condition of quietness" (ἡχεύειν) which is a necessary
presupposition of his welcoming Christ into his life. When he is in the
"condition of an undistracted perception", then Christ comes to dwell in
him and the ensuing spiritual circumincecession, or rather mutual
interpenetration, is sealed with the condescension of the Holy Trinity to
reveal itself, as "the pacified perception comes to belong to the Holy
Trinity alone".(98)

Given that elsewhere St Nilus describes the "hegemonic principle" as
house of Christ,(99) we could assume that he identifies "perception"
(διάνοια) with the "hegemonic principle" (τὸ ἡγεμονικόν). If this identi-
fication is correct, then, the participation of perception in the monk's
struggle becomes obvious. This perception has the ability, if the monk does
not pay the necessary attention to it, either "to drown the soul in a
manner worse than a wave,"(100) or to lead it to higher levels of spiritual
life. In this latter case perception becomes brilliant (λαμπρὴ διά-
νοια)(101) as it is fully and constantly enlightened by the mystical
illumination of its union with the Triune God.

II.1.5. The interrelation of the soul's powers and functions

In his teaching St Nilus does not separately examine every section or
area of the psychical world of the monk, because he does not attempt to
write a manual of neptic psychology, but to present the life experiences of
the monk in his attempt to reach perfection in the science of the desert.
Since, however, we have so far, for methodological reasons, presented
separately the psychological world of man in the context of the monastic
way of life, we shall attempt, in what follows to provide a general account
of the totality of the human psychology of a monk in order to clarify the
interrelation of the psychic powers and functions.

As a reality, the soul is certainly wider than the functions and powers of its parts. Viewed as a totality it is characterized as a "dwelling place" (δόμος), or as a "house" (οἶκος). Whenever St Nilus analyses or describes life experiences, he distinguishes the particular functions from the totality of the soul.

First of all he presents as intimate the relation between the "soul" and the "heart". The heart is regarded as the hidden treasury of the soul, "in which many iniquities take place, which are seen only by the sleepless eye". The soul, then, enjoys benefit or damage in accordance with the degree of the purity of the heart.

The functions of the soul are revealed by the heart, since this latter is expressed by virtue of its overflow. Our saint is in this case based on the biblical verse which stresses the revelation of the inner world of man by means of his acts.

Besides, the strengthening and assistance of the Holy Spirit is expressed "in the gladness of the heart" (ἐν εὐαρστίᾳ καρδίᾳ). When a man becomes dispirited, then the Holy Spirit reappears "in the poverty of the heart" (ἐν ἀπορίᾳ καρδίᾳ) to strengthen the soul from which he had departed for paedagogical reasons.

Perception too belongs to the soul and occupies an important position in it. St Nilus asks himself how the teaching of the sacred precepts can enter into one's perception if the soul is impure on account of evil thoughts which contaminate every place within it? He hastens to add that the task of the soul's purification depends on the purity of the heart.

Equally important with the perception is the mind ( νοῦς) which occup-
ies a central place in the soul. This becomes particularly obvious from the phrase "person of the soul" (πρόσωπον ψυχῆς) which St Nilus attributes to it. In fact it is "the purity of the mind" which is for St Nilus the person of the soul, while "the evil which is derived from indolence" constitutes "the back" (τὸν νωτὸν), as it were, of the soul.(112) However indirectly, it is the mind that leads to "the facility of the psychic movements". The virtues are obtained when the mind is the first actor and discovers the appropriate ways; e.g. the achievement of the purpose of continence and the progress in it is the result of the functions of the mind.(113)

The relation of the mind to perception is as fine as it is interesting. They do not differ ontologically; but there is a fine distinction between them, which becomes clearer when the (Greek) term "perception" (διάνοια) is more closely considered. The second component of this term in its original Greek rendering denotes the "mind" (τὸν νοῦν). In combination with the preposition διά this points to the fact that "perception" is a function of the "mind". Yet St Nilus often speaks of "perception" as "the inner head" (ἐνδον κεφαλήν) which is capable of "pulling the soul to unseemly remembrance".(114) In other words he attributes to it a leading function. This, however, does not apply to every case. There are many other cases where the functional superiority of the mind in contrast to perception is clearly stressed. Our saintly author does not omit to characterize the mind as "a general inside the perception" (στρατηγὸν ἐνδον τῆς διανοίας),(115) or as "a king" (βασιλέα) whose perception is the doorkeeper of the senses.(116) This interchange of the primary role in the sphere of cognition between perception and mind shows that there is certainly a fine - however invisible this may be - difference between mind and perception in the specific cases of the cognitive functions of the
soul, which is simply located in the possibility of this interchange.

Another distinction between mind and perception is specified by their relations with the "hegemonic principle of the soul". Here too we observe interchanges as above. Perception is often identified with man's hegemonic principle and as the place where God condescends to dwell. Yet the mind too - especially the mind which puts on Christ and becomes Christ's mind - is identified with "the purified hegemonic principle" (τὸ κεκαθαρμένον ἡγεμονικόν); but in any case the mind seems to be the hegemonic instrument of the soul par excellence. This is why whoever has put on Christ as a mind "is capable of a brilliant cognition and of an elevated and brilliant manner of life" (διονυσείται λαμπρῷς καὶ ὕψηλῳ καὶ λαμπρῷς πολιτεύεται). (118)

The modest schematic presentation of the relation of the various psychic functions which we have described above could be perhaps better presented by means of three concentric circles, the widest of which is the soul and which is followed inside it by the mind and last by the perception. This is a grosso modo coordination of these psychic realities, since the material provided by St Nilus does not allow for any greater elaboration.

Finally as regards the heart one could place it in the space of the circle allotted to the soul, but it should also have some relation to the perception. The texts show that the perception has the capacity to change the quality of the thoughts which enter into the heart. The perception can also cleanse the heart from the impure thoughts and to secure for it the bridal garment of innocence. (119) Thus perception and heart, as it was previously stressed, have a special relation. The study of this relation is precisely a study of the neptic experience, since the basic problem of the
fighter of the desert is his psychic purification from evil thoughts and generally the damaging conceptions and images.

The examination of the neptic psychology of St Nilus seems to lead to the conclusion that he gives greater initiative to the "mind" and the "perception" in the struggle for spiritual progress, while he attributes to the "soul" and the "heart" a character which is more or less passive. However this is no firm conclusion, since the comprehensive character of the soul and the undivided unity and "cooperation" of all the powers of the psychic functions and operations are indisputable presuppositions.

II.2. The "ontology" of passions

II.2.1. The Devil

St Nilus, being an authentic fighter of the desert, knows perfectly well the role of the devil in the whole procedure of the spiritual training of the desert. According to him the authentic men of the desert are those who have, on account of their experience of the demons, come to know fairly well both the devil "and his wise devices;" Thus they have the capacity not only to confront him successfully, but also to lead others "to win over him without much pain." St Nilus, using as his guide his experience of his struggles against the devil, provides through his works an analysis of the devil's manner of existence, as well as of the method of his activity and of how he can be successfully countered. Through his clear presentation of the devil and his explicit and wise directions, he leads to the assumption that the experience of "the most pious men " became his experience as well, and as such
was proved to be as a criterion of neptic life, i.e. certainty of sanctity.

St Nilus's significant theses concerning the devil are: a) that not only he exists but that he possesses a great power, and b) that this power of his is not an ontological necessity, but a condescension on the part of God. In this way on the one hand he clarifies the danger to which the young monk is exposed in his spiritual life, and on the other hand he excludes the projection of censures concerning dualism, or two kingdoms of good and evil, which were nothing but constructions and tales of the Gnostic epoch.

(a) The Devil's power "by permission"

The devil is a "most cruel master" (ἡμίότατος δεσπότης), who subdues man to his tyranny with a special hatred. He is "wicked" (οὐλιτῆριος) and "man-hating enemy" (μισοθρωπος ἐχθρός) who is envious of the monk's struggle for virtue, and is, therefore, waging full war against him. Indeed St Nilus points out, in his comments on the devil's preference for monks, that the devil "is not as much interested in the affairs of the world as he is in those who have chosen the lonely and quiet life, always preparing and sharpening the double edged knife, as it were, of the thousands of temptations which occur every hour."

Besides being a man-hating enemy, the devil is also a "thief", who attacks the monk in order to steal "from his greatest possessions" (ἐκ τῶν κρειττόνων) and to spoil him. The devil is the thief of the monk's communion with God.

From the point of view of fighting competence the devil has enrolled
the demons to his service. (131) The demons are the "generals of the pleasures" (στρατηγοὶ τῶν ἡδονῶν), (132) ordered by Satan to fight by means of a thousand methods the fighter of the desert.

The demons are "soul-corrupting" (ψυχοφθόροι) (133) fighters of the monk's spiritual battle. Their power is seen in the qualifications which are attributed to them by St Nilus. They are "of many blemishes" (πολύσπιλοι) and "swarming" (δόλιοι), (134) and, indeed, "many-faced" (πολύμορφοι). (135) Every demon is "a creator and painter of evil" (δημιουργός καὶ ζωγράφος τῆς κοκίας), (136) with the exclusive task of crushing the monk's resistance. He has the capacity "to construct many falsehoods" (τεκταίνει πολλάς φασαλώτητας), (137) i.e. to fight the monk from many sides simultaneously. His dangerous presence is specified as being like that of a "lion" (λέων) or a "poisonous snake" (άσπις). (138)

The demon is the "fierce and shameless enemy" (δεινὸς καὶ ἀναίσχυντος ἐχθρὸς), (139) who trembles "before the divine words and prayer", (140) He is the "impure" (ἀκάθαρτος) (141) opponent of the monk, who has the capacity to be present only where the good is absent, since he is the faithful servant of evil.

The refutation of the idolatrous dualism which identifies the powers of good and evil is advanced by St Nilus in his account of the conditions under which the devil and his generals, the demons, put to effect their hateful plans against mankind.

Essentially, however, the existence of demons in the life of a monk as opposing powers is regarded by St Nilus as greatest beneficence due to God's paedagogy.

According to St Nilus the "sharpness" of the horse "falters", where there is no competition and similar is the case of an athlete whose
strength remains hidden as long as there is no competitor. Even gold has
to be tested in order to be established to be such. Something similar
applies to all the saints, as, for instance, the cases of Job, or Joseph,
demonstrate.\(^{(142)}\)

The monk too is tested as a sort of spiritual athlete by means of his
"martyrdom" of asceticism. This asceticism is a sort of mental martyrdom,
the experiencing of which helps the monk to advance in the spiritual life
of the desert. In fact this martyrdom of temptations which finds its cause
in the devil's activity, is the criterion of the monk's spiritual progress. "If
Satan had not been around tempting and distressing us, it would not be
obvious who among us is incompetent and indolent.\(^{(143)}\)

On the other hand the devil's machinations are proved to be "in vain"
\(^{(144)}\) since the Grace of God does not abandon the fighter monk
even when it permits the devil's interference in his life.\(^{(145)}\) In this case
God's paedagogy is such that it does not let the monk become overconfi-
dent about his achievements. Thus as soon as the grace of the Holy Spirit
consols his heart it departs from the monk in order to let him fight with
his own powers against the devil. The "joy" of the visitation of the Spirit
is turned into "bitterness" and "anguish" on account of the temptati-
ons.\(^{(146)}\) God sends his Spirit to strengthen the monk's heart, quenching,
as it were, his thirst by partaking of Him, so that he may return to the
furnace of temptations and fight the battle which is assigned to him.\(^{(147)}\)

It is clear, then, that the devil's operation is not wholly autonomous,
because it also depends on God's purposeful tolerance. This is indeed the
case of a "special training" \(\deltaειρχυμνοσία\),\(^{(146)}\) set out by "God acting
as a trainer" \(τοῦ ὄγυνσιτου θεοῦ\) for the neptic athlete. It is a
supreme act of divine paedagogy which accompanies the spiritual contestant
till "his last breath"(149) and which constantly demonstrates the richness of the divine grace.

The devil's ultimate subjection to God is first revealed in the temptation of the protoplasts. Subsequent biblical accounts of spiritual contests and martyrdom help one to clarify the devil's machinations and God's tolerance of them for the spiritual benefit of the devil's contestant. The most characteristic, perhaps, dialogue between God and the devil concerning this matter is found in the opening verses of the book of Job. Here the devil appears to be outraged as he suggests through his question that Job "does not fear God for nothing",(150) and thus makes God .. concede to Job's subjection to the devil's temptation. "Behold, all that he (Job) has is in your power; only upon himself do not put forth your hand".(151) This concession of the Lord to the devil is a matter of constant experience in the life of a monk. The devil has the concession to sit "impertinently" (ἀναξίδως) on the human perception, "to drag the soul to the arena of sin" and thus to set the scene for the monk's spiritual contests. It is necessary for the spiritual contestants, says St Nilus, "to engage in spiritual boxing and wrestling, without succumbing to or compromising with the enemy" (ἐνοφανείον πυκτεύειν καὶ μάχεσθαι, μὴ συγκατατιθεμένους, μηδὲ συνθλάσοντας).(152) Otherwise the contestant falls into sin and thereby willfully yields to the devil's temptation. Without such a willful yielding to temptation on the part of the monk, the devil is unable to "touch him" because he is explicitly ordered by God not to do so (μὴ ἔψη).
The demonic deceits

The devil's temptation provokes man to react. This reaction can be positive, i.e. a yielding to sin, or it can be negative, i.e. a rejection of the demonic suggestions.

When a monk responds affirmatively to the devil, then his subjection to him is the product "of his own decision" (ἵδιον θελήματος). Ultimately it is "by his own will" that man is either subjected to or emancipated from the devil.

The initial concession to Satan's suggestion incurs the laying on of the foundation, as it were, of the subjection or enslavement to him. This subjection, however, takes place "in due course" (ἐν καιρῷ προοηκόντι). In this case the monk who willfully subjects himself to the devil resembles the traveller who abandons "Jerusalem", i.e. the blessed life, and walks towards Jericho. On his way to Jericho he falls victim to the "soulcorrupting demons" (ψυχωθεδοροὶ δαιμονεῖς) who are the most senseless and unhesitating "robbers". This monk is the "indolent" one, who neglects prayer and the praises of God.

The powerlessness, indolence and indifference of this monk become the ammunition of the robber-devil, since "his food and protection are our sins, by means of which he slaughters us and causes our perdition." In the last analysis it is the monk himself who offers the weapons of his defeat to his enemy the devil. The demon, or demons, ordained for the particular monk, "have the habit of causing greater trouble for and prolonging their presence in" him who "was paralysed" in the battle.

On the other hand, it is true that the devil is attracted by the
contestants of the desert. As St Nilus says, the demons "are very envious of prudence" (ἀγονὸς θεονομικὸς, σωματοσύνην), (160) of "fasting" (νηστεία-ανήρ) (161) and are hateful of virginity. (162) They study how to catch the virtuous and Godloving soul. (163) The greater the advance of the contestant, the fiercest the attacks of the demons, (164) who, seeing the prize which the Lord is preparing for his faithful, become enraged with envy and invent "evil passions" (φοβολλαί πάθη). (165)

The artistry of the demons consists in their ability to invent a multitude of passions in order to exhaust the fighting monk by throwing him into despair. The testing of spiritual character and strength of a monk passes through the furnace of sorrows, since "the fighter must suffer many sorrows by the activity of the demons and be tested" (χρὴ τὸν ἀγωνίζομενον πολλὰ θλίβῃναι ὑπὸ τῶν δαιμόνων καὶ δαιμονοθεῖναι). (166)

The demon's attempt is often accompanied by supernatural results. Quite notable is the case in which the demons can enter into the human body and cause organic exhaustion or even collapse, with symptoms of paralysis, in spite of the absence of an organic cause. (167) These symptoms aim at the emergence of indolence or carelessness in the soul of the contestant.

More particularly, however, the devil's technique is aimed at the discouragement of the contestant by means of arousing the demands of the senses. His "sword", as it were, is the "evil remembrance, or the secular affairs or the practical sin, or the members of the body", which he uses as weapons in order to slaughter the soul, by alluring it by means of foul thinking (τῷ λογίσμῳ). (168)

It is possible, however, for the demon to direct his attacks on the virtuous and neptic monks (169), exploiting the challenge of despair which
is based on the unexplainable cause of specific temptations. Though not subjectively responsible, the monk often experiences temptations which disturb his peace and cause trouble on all kinds of fronts. Thus it often happens that the demon of fornication (πνεῦμα πορνείας) or "spirit of fornication" (ο ματρικος δειμων), attempts to introduce dirty thoughts into the mind of the contestant who lies either in a state of sleeplessness or sleep in order to procure the burning of sin through nocturnal polluting images. He introduces into the soul the image of a beautiful woman or of "well-looking youth" prompting the mind to commit a sin by accepting these thoughts and moving on to the commitment of the particular sin.

Then he irritates the "genital parts", not only during sleeping but also in the condition of alertness, even inside the church, "wounding the heart" through unacceptable thoughts and causing a secretion even inside the house of God, especially on "the occasion of holy feasts". The aim of this methodical action of the demon is to cause anxiety and desperation in the monk's soul. He often achieves this by driving monks either to castration or to "the devil's captivity" through commitment of sin.

Within this particular context of the tactics of satan to arouse desperation in the neptic contestant particular attention is paid by St Nilus on the sin of hopelessness, which is derived from the demonic attacks and which takes the form of a contest with, or of questioning of, God. This is the condition into which a neglectful monk falls. Yet it is possible for the neptic contestant of the desert to overcome the demons by the grace of God and to meet the challenge of despair with the "trampling over demons". Having such a case in mind St Nilus writes to the fighter...
monk the following: "when you have trampled over the demons they are afraid of you, who previously drove you to be afraid, because of the decision which the Lord has announced".\(^{(180)}\) Thus St Nilus encourages the neptic soldier of the desert by showing him that no demonic attack is invincible and unconquerable.

St Nilus' encouragement to the monks in the spiritual struggle against the devil has certain eschatological dimensions. Seeing in the perspective of the salvation which is achieved by the believers in Christ the demons both appear to be powerless and to be inescapably heading towards "an arduous loss" \((\text{πολεμεῖα \ χαλέπη})\).\(^{(181)}\) Their wages will be analogous to their works and they will receive the due punishment for their wickedness "by virtue of the just recompense of Christ." "That I will do to you according to your hatred and according to your zeal, because you have acted hatedly against the monks, and have pursued poor men whose heart had been opened in order to procure their death".\(^{(182)}\)

Such encouraging thoughts are employed by St Nilus as he advises his monks to be steadfast in their struggle. What he achieves is a sort of strengthening or "consolation of the heart" \((\text{παράκλησις καρδίας})\)\(^{(183)}\) which is going through a wintry trial of demonic attacks.

II.2.2. The birth of passions

It is a basic principle of neptic thought, that the birth of passions is due to the existence of "materials which create the passions" \((\text{ποιητικών τῶν παθῶν υλῶν})\).\(^{(184)}\) These materials are derived from "the monk's mingling \((\text{συμμετροσία})\) with the outside world".\(^{(185)}\) It is the monk's touch of, or relation, to the outer world which produces the raw material for
the creation of the passions.

The demon watches carefully to discover any tendency of the monk to be "mingled with the world". He often projects in the monk's mind "his daughters", i.e. the monk's "foul remembrances", which arouse him and "strongly beg him to yield to the ignominious, enraged and hideous work" (λίων παρακολούθων καμωθήσαι πρὸς τὸ ἄτιμον καὶ λυτώδες καὶ ἐπάφρατον ἔργων) (186) of the commitment of sin. How crucial this demonic attack is is shown by the multitude of the malevolent conceptions which the demon introduces into the monk's mind and which "resemble the fecundity of rabbits". (187) The "evil reminiscence" (τὸ πονηρὸν ἑνθύμημα), which is introduced into the soul, "gives birth to many other thoughts (λογισμοὺς), each one of them being changed and transformed into another." (188)

If the monk succumbs to the demon's thoughts, then, he is subdued to the demonic technique or procedure for the acquisition of passions and subjection to sin. "The demonic thoughts are sometimes hiding inside us and sometimes come out on to the things outside us, prompting us to commit sin through deeds". (189) St Nilus never fails to underline the ironic disposition of the demon. He speaks of him in terms of "a poisonous snake which intrudes with the pretext of great quietness, and which applies its bites as soon as it gains control of the situation. Thus he derides us inside our hearts by congratulating himself for his successes". (190)

Analysing further the process of the birth and growth of passions, as described in the works of St Nilus, we observe the following:

As St Nilus assures us the basic presupposition for yielding to sin is the absence of God from a human being, owed to the latter's attitude. The person who "becomes forgetful of God" (ἐπιλανθάνεται τοῦ θεοῦ)
inevitably decides for sin. (191) The absence of God from the thought of a neptic is due to his being negligent of the words of Christ and of the pursuit of virtue. (192)

Departing from God, the monk is alienated in his soul in a way that "he becomes nervous with undertaking the good, while he desires what is fatal." (193) St Nilus is uncompromising at this point. The monk should be constantly vigilant, so that a "foul thought" (φανερή ἐννοια) may not enter into his mind. This could only mean the victory of the enemy. (194) Rather he should be vigilant in order to destroy the head of the intelligent beast, i.e. "the first attack of evil" (τὴν πρῶτην τοῦ κακοῦ προσβολήν), (195) with lofty fighting disposition, so that his mind may be preserved pure from foul conceptions.

If a monk is unable to respond to demonic attacks with vigilant promptness, he follows a procedure which is well known to the neptic fathers. Initially he concedes to "harmless satisfaction" (ηδος), (196) gained through contact with things which are neutral in themselves. This is what St Nilus calls carelessness or indifference (δλιγωρίων) which leads to habitude. (197) As an example of this he mentions the habit of poisonous drugs. (198) The daily reception of a small dose makes the body to acquire the habit of the drug as something indispensable. In the same way the subjection to various and simingly harmless things leads to the creation of passions. (199) This is why St Nilus, like all the neptic fathers, never makes a distinction between "smaller" and "greater" sins, because the commitment of the former necessarily incurs the commitment of the latter and vice versa. (200) Guile begets lawlessness (201) and it is well known that guile often appears as innocent (ἀδενόν) and harmless satisfaction (ηδος) which becomes pure "hedonism" (ηδονη). (202) On the other hand the taste
of hedonism is the taste of sin, the appropriation of passion. Thus the
chain of procedure towards the passions begins with the unsuspected
pretext[203] of a passion, the chaff.[204] The monk who lies in a state of
slothfulness[205] and ostentation[206] is naturally in a state of mind
characterized by negligence,[207] i.e. by forgetfulness of God.[208] This
negligence easily permits the initial acceptance of a harmless thought,
which, however, becomes "in due course"[209] an impassioned thought.[210]
In this case it is memory that takes the lead,[211] introducing images and
imaginations of the past into the mind, i.e. related conditions of sin, like
those which a monk experiences in any given moment through imagination
and desire.[212] On the other hand the coordination of impassioned
thought and old images, consistently leads to the acceptance of evil
desire,[213] which begets pleasure and, consequently, the actual con­
sent,[214] since the person who is in this condition has passed the limit of
the "harmless satisfaction" and fallen into the dizziness of hedonism. The
final outcome of this impassioned process is the commitment of sin.[215]

Now the commitment of sin is not simply a temporally isolated act,
which has taken place on a certain occasion because of the monk's negli­
gence and which can be easily rectified. Unless the monk returns to the
neglected or forgotten God, he is running the risk of turning the com­
mitment of sin into a mere habit (συνήθεια) and, subsequently, into an
indispensable or unavoidable one (ἐξίς), which takes the concrete form of
"nature" (φύσις). In this case it is easy for sin to become "natural" to
the life of a monk (φύσιν μεταβολεῖ ἡθοπόν). [216]

St Nilus speaks of this "natural condition of sin" in terms of
"languidness" (χαλώσις).[217] It is a condition which makes the mind
dark, fleshly and incapable of seeing God(218) and the soul, unable to "taste", (219) i.e. to distinguish between virtue and sin. This last fact causes the special problem of man's relation to the world. Thus, while the pious finds in every event and detail of his life the occasion to praise God, the sinner, "who lives in languidness" (ὁ χαόνως πορεύομενος), (220) subdues everything to the mastery of sin. (221)

The monk who has fallen into such a condition is spiritually illiterate, since he lives his style of life jauntily, being totally unaware of the damage which is done to him. (222) The truth is, however, that "the greater the taxes are, which he has to pay to the sensible things on account of his defeated senses", (223) the greater also will be the damage which is done to him through his subjection to the tyranny of the devil, (224) including the ultimate consequence of death.

***
CHAPTER III: THE METHOD OF THE MASTERS OF THE DESERT

III.1. The sign-posts of the road of the ascetical life

According to St Nilus's teaching on this particular subject the masters of the desert are those neptic fathers, who, following the manner of life which strives to achieve union with God, have been enabled by the Holy Spirit to reach the higher levels of virtue and, as a result, to come to care not only about the salvation of their souls and the fulfilment of their desire for union with God, but also about other monks, leading them in the fulfilment of their aspirations. (1)

The method followed by these masters (2) is described as "scientific" (ἐπιστημονική), because it is the fruit of rules of life which have come to acquire an unalterable status throughout the ages. This method, which constitutes the quintessence, as it were, of monasticism, was tried and vindicated for many centuries, before it was handed on to the students of the desert as a living and unadulterated legacy of those masters who had applied it authentically. The neptic fathers, as the professors of the desert, functioned in the name of this tradition, indeed becoming themselves identified with it, since their life exhibited all the characteristics of the neptic tradition.

The possibility of a safe passage into the ascetical paths of the desert is rooted in the foundation of the Scriptures, of both the Old and the New Testaments, as well as in the lives of the Saints who became prototypes for imitation by monks and in whose lives the teaching of the Scriptures is eloquently put forth as the source of the secrets of eternal life.
III.1.1. The Scriptures

For St Nilus the Scriptures are "sacred" (σεπταί)(3) and "God-inspired" (θεόπνεωσται).(4) Indeed they are considered to have been taught by the Holy Spirit.(5) St Nilus does not discriminate among the Scriptures, nor does he have any special preferences for any of them. This is obvious from the plethora of his Scriptural references which come from all the books of the Old and the New Testaments. When he refers to the Scriptures, he uses the terms "Scripture" (Γραφή)(6), "God-inspired Scripture" (θεόπνεωστος Γραφή)(7), "Divine Word" (θείος λόγος)(8), "Divine perceptions" (θεία νοηματο)(9), "Teaching of the Holy Spirit" (διδασκαλία ἁγίου Πνεύματος)(10), "Words of the Holy Spirit" (λόγια ἁγίου Πνεύματος)(11), or "Holy Scripture" (ἁγία Γραφή).(12)

It is only at two places in the writings of St Nilus that a distinction is made between the Old and the New Testaments, which, however, is not axiological, but theological.(13) In another place he speaks of Deuteronomy as the type of the Second Law which is fulfilled in the Gospel of Christ. Thus he regards the Gospel as the Second Law(14) which is not written on tablets of stone but on the human heart.(15)

The basic contribution of the Scriptures to the spiritual life of the "violator of the Kingdom of heaven" is that in them "there lies hidden the kingdom of heaven, which is revealed to those who are waiting for it..." (ἔγκεκρυπται ἡ βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν, ἀποκαλύπτεται δὲ τοῖς προσκαρτεροῦσιν..)(16) Besides, the mystery and the uniqueness of the Scriptures consist in their capability, founded upon the fact that they are God-inspired, to be offered to the fighter of the desert to a measure
corresponding to his quality and condition at the time of his reading them. "For in the Divine Word there is a quality for every in intelligible eating; to those regenerated from water and Spirit it becomes pure milk and to those who are sick it is like vegetable, whereas to those who have their senses trained in discrimination the word offers a different food; indeed it becomes all things to all, so that human beings may be saved and become worthy to receive eternal life". (17) This proximity of the Scriptures to the quality of the spiritual life is expressed by means of the following two iconic devices.

Initially it is expressed as "sweet challenge" (γλυκεῖα πρόκλησις). Here St Nilus has in mind the verse from the Proverbs, which stresses this sweetness: "Eat honey, my Son, for honey is good, so that your pharynx might be sweetened". (18) Analysing this verse, our Saint points out that the sacred author has in mind the reading of the Scriptures. (19) At the same time he notes that the honey is to be found in the mind of the letter, i.e. in the deeper sense of the verse, while its literary expression constitutes the wax, as it were, which contains the honey. (20)

On the other hand the reading and understanding of the Scriptures by those progressed in the spiritual life is likened to the "eating of meat" (κρεοφαγία), what St Nilus calls "another kind of food" (ετέρα τροφή). (21) The text which contains this image also contains St Nilus's explanation that "a sort of meat eating are truly the divine conceptions" (κρεοφαγία ἀντί τά θεία νόημα). (22) The partaking of solid food, which is a prerogative of those who embody the Scriptures in their lives, is understood by the neptics metaphorically as "meat eating".

However, the significance of the Scriptures for the spiritual life is also apparent from the reaction and hostility of the devil against the Bible reader. It is part of the strategy of this enemy to try patiently and steadily
"by the intrusion of desires" (ὑποτίθεται διὰ τῶν ἐπιθυμιῶν) to persuade the spiritual athlete that he has nothing to gain from the reading of the Scriptures. His objective is to weaken the disposition of study and "to uproot and destroy every right conception through excessive negligence and forgetfulness of the divine commandments" (ὅπως τῇ πολλῇ ἀμελείᾳ καὶ τῇ λήθῃ τῶν θείων προσταγμάτων ἐξορύξῃ σου καὶ ἀμαλδόνη πᾶν δεξιῶν νόημα). (23) The reaction of the neptic fighter to these tactics of the devil is the ceaseless reading and the study of the Scriptures so that "he might be led to what is best". (24)

If the spiritual athlete gives in to the machinations of the devil, then he loses the ability of objective discrimination between a good act and the choice of evil. In this case he obtains a stony heart, (25) and becomes an eternal slave of satan, acquiring a distorted view of the age to come. (26)

Other dangers mentioned by St Nilus as threatening the spiritual fighter, include the influence exerted on his mind by attractive teachings, which are dressed up in sophistic elements and are invented by the dark perplexities of the human intellect; these damage the vision of the soul (27) and lead it astray from the conceptions of the Scriptures. The same is the case with the athlete of the desert whose sympathy for the Scriptures never reaches the level of act but always remains on the level of mere theoretical admiration. (28) As previously, so in these cases St Nilus speaks of the athlete who fails to follow the Scriptures as an "irrational beast" (κτήνος ὀλόγιοτον). (29)

St Nilus' advice to the athletes of the desert is "that they should attach their will to the study of the divine words with an unquenchable will" (τῇ ἀναγνώσει τῶν τοῦ θεοῦ λόγων προσανέχειν ὀκορέστως τῇ γνώμῃ) (30) as if they are their food and drink which are necessary for
their life. Indeed for St Nilus no one "should ever rest from the study of the Scriptures"; rather, the sacred labour of the constant study of the Scriptures is to everyone's interest, because one will, in this way, be able to uphold the criterion of the authentic and saving knowledge, which does not permit evil thoughts to enter one's mind but enables one to progress from spiritual weakness to well-doing. At the same time one is enabled to carry out successfully and wisely every pastoral responsibility with which one may have been entrusted.

In St Nilus's thought, as this is expressed in his own writings, the importance of the Scriptures goes beyond the boundaries of a spiritual necessity for the achievement of a certain desirable purpose and is linked with the question concerning life and death. Without the application in life of the precepts of the Scriptures, whatever labour this might incur, the neptic athlete of the desert cannot fulfil his spiritual perfection which constitutes his salvation.

III.1.2. The Saints

St Nilus's attitude toward the saints is one of reverence and admiration. He sees them as those spiritual athletes who arrived at the greatest degrees of perfection through their personal labour and the rich gift and support of the Holy Spirit.

It is interesting that St Nilus concentrates on the "voice" of the saints in describing their spiritual power. "The voice of the saints has put an end to wars, has cast out demons, has made the elements stand still; as in the case of Joshua son of Nun who cried: Stand still, oh sun and moon,
and so they did straight away; or as in the case of Moses who made the sea go away and return; or as in the case of the three youth who turned the flame into dew through hymns and praises". (36)

This power of the saints does not only demonstrate their acceptance and approval by the Divine Grace. This is not merely the case of an external charismatic benefit. The saints possess something more; a "sonship in Christ"! They are Christ's sons. As St Nilus puts it in his exegesis of Isaiah's statement "Behold I and my children": (37) "the Saviour is related to the saints as to children". (38) This is because the saints were able to become types of Christ by what they achieved through their spiritual struggles and what they offered to others through their ministry. They became, as it were, Christ's relatives with respect to his perfection. (39) This is the meaning of the "sonship in Christ".

It is precisely this adoption of the saints by grace that necessitates the respect of the pleroma of the Church towards them. St Nilus defends this point on the basis of two biblical verses. Initially he examines the particular verse from the Book of Genesis, where God holding a dialogue with Abraham and recognizing the latter's righteousness, gives him the promise that he will bless those who bless him and curse those who curse him. (40) This verse is combined with the Thirtieth Psalm where the Psalmist asks for "lips of guile, speaking of lawlessness in pride and contempt against the righteous, to become dumb". (41) The conclusion which St Nilus draws from this combination is, "that those who praise the righteous man are blessed by God and enjoy, on this account, a thousand goods, whereas those who dare to speak insolently will fall into irreversible evils". (42) Behind the respect for sanctity there lies the respect for the source and power of it, the Holy Spirit and the opposite is also the case; the rejection of sanctity is ultimately the
rejection of the Holy Spirit, i.e. that blasphemy which, according to Christ's warning, has no forgiveness but leads to death. Thus to insult a saint is to insult God, for, as St Nilus puts it, the former is transferred to the latter (ἐπὶ τὸν θεὸν ἀνόητητα).

The tragedy of the person who insults the saints is his/her ignorance of the fact "that it is utterly horrible to dare to raise a hand against God".

III.1.3. The holy Icons

St Nilus extends his discourse concerning the honour due to the saints by underlining the honorary character of the iconographic representation of the saints. He does this in texts of his which are directly related to this topic; as in his Epistle LXI to the Prefect Olympiodorus and in his Epistle LXII to the Silentarius Heliodorus, both of which belong to Book IV of the Epistles. It is a fact that these Epistles were used by both iconophiles and iconoclasts in the eighth century iconoclastic dispute. Yet their incorporation into the Minutes of the Seventh Ecumenical Council confirmed their correct meaning.

In his discussion on the veneration of honour of the icons of the saints St Nilus points out their importance for pastoral work on the grounds that they obviously strengthen the spiritual consciousness of the faithful. He also points out the miraculous power of the icons which springs not out of themselves but out of the saints whom they depict and who are spiritual guides to the faithful. As an example of this miraculous power of icons we may mention St Nilus's story of St Plato's miraculous intervention on a certain dramatic occasion. A certain old man, who was living as an ascetic with his son, is attacked by a barbarian tribe who take them captives. The old
man manages to escape on which occasion he prays to the holy martyr St Plato kissing his icon. As a result of this the Saint intervenes riding on a horse and liberates the old man's son. (50)

The paedagogical character of the holy icons is particularly revealed in the wisdom which they reflect. The holy icons function like the holy Scriptures; "so that those who are ignorant of letters and unable to read the Scriptures they might, through the vision of the painting, acquire a memory of the good deeds of those who rendered genuine servive to the true God". (51) The holy icons, then, are hints for the need of imitating the prototypes of the spiritual fighters, since the faithful have the obligation to become imitators of the holy life of these prototypes. The icons arouse in them the appetite for the glorious and ever memorable achievements through which those depicted in them exchanged the earthly for the heavenly, preferring what is not visible to what is visible. (52)

III.1.4. The Lives of the Saints

The holy icons, as spiritual means facilitating the imitation of the saints by the faithful, become important factors of the ontological renewal of the human person. The holy icons transmit to the faithful, according to the latter's measure of faith and fighting mentality the grace of the saints and are strengthened in their spiritual struggle. This is because "they are strengthened by becoming imitators of the saints in their lives; they put out the fire of sin by their words; they render dry the sources of pleasures; they tame the anger and expel the desire; they unnerve vain glory; they make the burning love for money to wither; they redeem from depression and sorrow and put deep calmness into the troubled souls". (53)
The challenge of the holy icons consisting in the presentation of the saints who are depicted in them as models of imitation, leads the faithful to the study of the lives of the Saints. These lives are not only human constructions but also the construction of the Holy Spirit; "so that each one of those who are involved with pursuing good conduct might be brought to the truth from similar models".\(^{(54)}\)

On the other hand the "divinely inspired" character of the Lives of the Saints constitutes a guarantee of spiritual integrity. The monk who strives to become "a friend of Christ, has the friends of Christ as his authentic prototype", i.e. the saints.\(^{(55)}\) By studying their Lives, the monk approaches Christ himself. This is why St Nilus' advice to the monks, and to the faithful in general, has often a practical character. "Those who love God" "let them follow the traces of the Lives of the Saints".\(^{(56)}\) But the monk should read especially the Lives of the Saints and the "Accounts of Martyrdoms".\(^{(57)}\) The Lives of the Saints and especially the Accounts of their Martyrdoms function like "candles" (\(\lambda\upsilon\chi\nu\nu\iota\))\(^{(58)}\), destined to point the way back to the right direction to "those who have gone astray" (\(\tau\omega\varsigma\ \lambda\alpha\upsilon\theta\acute{\alpha}\nu\nu\omicron\nu\tau\alpha\varsigma\))\(^{(58)}\) within the darkness of sin. Those who actually become "consumed by zeal and wonder for them",\(^{(59)}\) acquire the possibility to be taught the angelic manner of life and to live on earth as if they were in heaven.\(^{(60)}\)

St Nilus never fails to stress, that the recognition and study of the Lives of the Saints is not simply theoretical and unconditional. In his relevant admonitions this study is always combined with the "liturgical" life and especially with the spiritual duties of the monk. Because the monk who does not live according to the prototypes of the angelic life is not affected by what he studies. Typical here are the examples of the indolent monk,
who is unable to concentrate on his study, but keeps turning the pages when he is reading\(^{(61)}\), and of the gluttonous monk who simply mentions the martyrs in contrast to the encr tite monk who imitates them.\(^{(62)}\) This fact demonstrates the meaning of putting practice the study of the Lives of the Saints. The Lives of the Saints are not formal and stereotyped writings. They are a code of life which the monk has a duty to appropriate in his own life and to turn it into a means of holiness.

Since this is the case, it is the pastor first who has a duty "to put forth his own life as an image of virtue to the learners, so that those who are transferred there might not destort the beauty of virtue by the uncomeliness of his mistake".\(^{(63)}\) This is the difficulty of his office: that he leads not only monks but also lay people and that he acts as a monk and especially as head of monks.

On the other hand the monk also should likewise put forth his own life in the world as an image of virtue, as an inspired imitator of the Lives of the Saints. Because according to the principles of the monastic life the monk bears always and everywhere the mortification of Christ in his body. Thus St Nilus reminds his monks: "you have died with Christ ... you have been mortified for the world", and therefore "you have been raised up so that you may think the things which are above",\(^{(64)}\) so that you, the monks, may be for the world "light and salt".\(^{(65)}\) Besides, this struggle is not without a prize. The monk struggling to make his life a glorification for God, according to the prototypes of the Saints, exhibits precision of perfection and for this reason he is recompensed with triple payment: payment for his personal training, payment for the benefit he brought to his brothers "who are upheld by the same zeal" and payment for becoming a cause of benefit to those "who are estranged from godliness".\(^{(66)}\)
Finally, because generally "the divine laws want us to be types for other men, and to provide for all the unobstructed way to the irreproachable life",(67) the monks are obliged to be an image of sanctity and perfection of spiritual life.

According to the above, the rationality of sanctity is imbued by a fighting and aggressive spirit. It is constantly in motion and never in statu. The monk is taught by the Saints how to become a saint. He is constantly fighting to embody sanctity as a manner of life, which will bring him closer to God and will make him a new sign-post of the spiritual life. The burden of this heritage of the Saints strengthens the neptic character of the monastic self-consciousness.

III.2. The Desert

III.2.1. The life of dispossession

The basic meaning of the desert is certainly specified, in the first instance, by its external image, which consists of two elements: the loneliness and the destitution of the material mind. The monk appropriates externally in his life the loneliness of the desert in order to achieve with greater ease communion with God. He appropriates, however, within the framework of loneliness, the rejection of matter as well. Thus the monastic life is truly apostolic. And the monk, like every apostle of Christ, moves towards God "possessing nothing", from the things which belong to the material realm, and yet "possessing everything",(68) since he communicates with God.
a) The fleshly monk

The problematic understanding of creation begins with the monastic certainty, that "everything which does not contribute towards virtue is an unbecoming burden to the one who does it". This axiomatic ascetical principle means, in other words, that the man, who chose as manner of his life his mortification and crucifixion with Christ, is not possible to pretend that the nails are painful, when he does not even feel the weight of the cross. In its essence creation is an obstacle in the monk's journey towards Christ and specifies the fleshly monk. A fleshly monk is one who ignores prayer, who communicates with God not in the perspective of exclusivity, but with a feeling of doing something incidentally. Although he is basically orientated towards the acquisition of material things, he pretends that he is godly. In other words a fleshly monk is one who has chosen the death of the soul (by his attachment to material things), instead of the death of the sinful mind, which is strengthened and fed by the acquisition of material things.

The fleshly monk is a lover of money, because money is the most essential expression of matter. A lover of money is one who loves matter and love of money is the root of all evils.

The fleshly attitude of the monk specifies the antithetical stance towards the authentic ascetical manner of life. His basic need has been converted into an uncoerced luxury, and whereas his life ought to have been a refutation of vanity, it is instead developing into a guilty apology concerning duties.

The result is that self-consciousness is turned into confusion. Its screen is filled with idols made of matter and the soul is captivated by them, losing
its contact with the one and only truth, namely, God. In this case the fleshly monk falls into complete ignorance of God. However, ignorance of God means ignorance of resurrection. Departure from God has the inevitable consequence of delivering the fleshly monk into a condition of habitude, which is understood as a sort of "monthly uncleaness". Matter contaminates his habitude and the habitude is what forms his ethos.\\(^74\)

The traumatic effect of all this on one's ethos is not an act which is completed in time. Ethos is traumatised and changed constantly, as the same psychological procedure is repeated, which is described by St Nilus on the basis of his ascetical experience: The habitude of the acquisition of money shapes the "money-loving" ethos, which creates the impulse for acquiring more and more money, i.e. matter. The possibility of possessions, however, is not a self-explained event. The monk may desire and seek after matter, but this does not mean that he can succeed in his endeavour. It happens many times that he simply remains only with the desire and the longing. In this case his fruitless endeavour causes wrath, anger and guilty reactions, because, what he considered to be worthy of acquisition (in spite of knowing in the depths of his innermost self that it is not necessarily in agreement with his manner of life) did not come to his possession and thus his existential clumsiness was not replenished by a material volume.

At the same time anger is a false and clumsy reaction to a failure of acquiring material things. And this happens because anger quickly surrenders its place to sadness, which, in turn, will be converted into sorrow for a failure of an existential kind, i.e. total or partial.\\(^75\)

Essentially the whole problem of creation is connected with the schizophrenic condition of human rationality, which first appeared at the fall and continues to exist to an ever increasing degree in the passage of the
centuries.

St Nilus underlines both aspects. The irrationality of the fall is seen in Adam's choice. He does not choose the "friendly words of God and the enjoyment of his sayings", but the "roarings and beatings and brayings of vexing sounds by which the ears are bitten up". Thus he loses the possibility of perfect dispossession and makes a start in seeking his food through labour and work.

Consequently, the human race acquired the habitude of creation as a manner of life and slipped away into the insecurity of the vanity of matter, i.e. into a relationship with misfortune. St Nilus examines the weakness of consumerism, both as a symptom of monastic irregularity and also as a sickness of the lay people: If there is a certain category of people who ought to be described as "needy", these are certainly the very rich, exactly because they are subjected to the unquenchable passion of constant acquisition, i.e. they are captives to the need which they themselves create. They act because they have the need of matter, because they feel poor. They are "enslaved" to the vanity of creation, which is unseles, because it leads to the nihil.

Human life seems to last as much as one night. Whatever operates and exists within it is a dream. Every concrete reality, every material element is essentially un-hypostatic. It is a lie, because the truth is located in the fact that the world is passing away; matter is being lost; the dream is fading away. What, then, is the benefit which human beings gain by their struggle to acquire matter? The time will come when the condition of the enjoyment of matter will pass away, when the "night-mares" will be turned off, ceasing to produce sorrow and to create vanity. Then, what they considered to be important will appear to have been illusory. On the day when the
dreams are turned off, they will realize that they did not eat, did not drink, did not become rich, did not gain any glory.

On that day those who were vigilant will rise up rejoicing, because they invested in their salvation by remaining alert. On the contrary the "possessors" will be filled with sorrow, as they will realize that nothing was preserved from what they laboured to gather. For St Nilus this is the same, as the case of a man who is dreaming, but realizes in the morning, that nothing remains to him from what he was dreaming about throughout the evening. The only thing that remains is non-sense or joy, according to one's past. Thus when the stage of this theatre of life is dismantled, on which man played his own role, as St Nilus hints, satisfaction and need cease to exist, and so do wealth and poverty, glory and humility. What remains is either rejoicing, or horror and fear. (83)

On the opposite side of the needy rich we now find the rich needy. St Nilus calls rich those, who, not only do possess certain goods, but those who throw away even things of which are in needed, (84) since whatever is even slightly in excess of what constitutes sufficiency is regarded as avarice. (85) They are rich because they they are not subjected to any need; because they overcame the vanity of material secularism. In this way the seemingly poor are rich and the seemingly rich experience utter destitute, because they desire and cultivate a passion for the acquisition of things which they do not possess.

This distinction of St Nilus between true richness and true poverty does not make sense from the point of view of the logic of the secular person. It presupposes the logic of asceticism, which cannot be coordinated with the secular logic. This is due to the fact that whereas the ascetic has a taste of God and speaks out of this experience, the secular sage derives his spiritual
dynamism from creation alone independently of God! Essentially this is not the case of two straight lines which cut across each other, but, the case of two reversed parallel lines, which have no point of contact, since ignorance of God on the part of the world is a given premise. (86)

b) Perfect dispossession

The type of the rich monk is drawn with great perceptiveness in the writings of St Nilus and it is quite clear that this drawing is the result of a rich and profound ascetic experience.

To begin with St Nilus makes a distinction between three kinds of dispossession, since he clarifies that "there has been one type of dispossession instituted from the beginning by the Creator and equally applicable to all, which is devoid of care and totally immaterial, and which was afterwards divided into several such by the opinions of men which were variously split according to the inclinations which they adopted towards certain things". (87) Initially the protoplasts experienced in Paradise a total form of dispossession, which is accorded senior status (πρεσβεία). (88) Examining God's command to Adam to eat only from the plants of the field, he points out that "the worthiness of the one who gave the command inhibits the curiosity of the investigation", (89) and at the same time he offers sparsity of ascetical thought and sacred logic. The command of God specified the quality and the dimensions of the dispossession in Paradise which was endowed with an ascetical depth. The diet, in other words, which God commanded, was far better, because it prohibited affability and pleasure of gluttony from exerting a bad influence on the intellect, or darkening rationality, discernment and sobriety. (90)
After the fall of the protoplasts and their expulsion from Paradise, man passes to the condition of "middle dispossession" (μέση ἀκτημοσύνη). It is the condition in which man possesses what is necessary and nothing more. Everything moves on the level of necessity and of satisfying it, in accordance with "the second form of life" which God specifies for Adam. (91)

The gradual distortion of consciousness, due to its meeting with the postlapsarian material reality, led Adam to forget his postlapsarian lamentation. Thus the human race passed into the condition of the "material" (ἐνυλος) and "much-possessing" (πολυκτήμων) dispossession. The examination of the texts of St Nilus reveals, at first glance, the contradiction between the terms "much-possessing" (πολυκτήμων) "dispossession" (ἀκτημοσύνη), which, however, are combined by the author. (92) This contradiction is rather ironical in character. Or, perhaps, the dialectic of contradiction and the coordination of these terms is designed to emphasize the irrational dimension of "possession". Every "much-possessing" person is essentially "dispossessed", since according to St Nilus, "much-possessed" implies "a vain dream which is exposed as the day dawns". (93)

The process towards the "healing of the mind", i.e. towards the formation and instruction of the perfect soul, is directed from the life according to the flesh to the spiritual life. (95) St Nilus confesses that the struggle towards the perfect dispossession, which is a prerequisite of the perfect soul, requires brave souls and this is why those who seek to recover perfect dispossession are blessed. (97)

In this case, what is basically required, is a change of mind in relation to material things. Every need of the body should be dealt with not in a materialistic perspective but for the present (ἐνεστωτικώς). (98) The monk
is training to meet the needs of the moment, without any further perspective. He turns to earthly things to the extent that this is required by the need of the body at a specific moment. Yet, he immediately returns to his relation with God. He appropriates, then, dispossession in humility and through virtue. He knows that attachment to material things gives birth to vain glory, which leads to the false thoughts of conceit, which, in their turn, intrude, like worms, into the treasury of the soul in order to eat away the gathered labours.

Thus the neptic fighter of the desert, going through the tempest of his struggle, throws away into the sea of dispossession all his material provisions and strips himself of all cares of life, so that he may enter into the ring of the spiritual contests free from material necessities, like the ancient athletes, entertaining strong hopes for reaching the desired end.

On the other hand the necessity of stripping from material things is derived from the image of the opposing demon: he is naked from every care. How then can the monk confront him successfully?

Principally the monk mortifies himself with respect to all that the shape of this world produces, and, denying his own personal will and renouncing the world, he puts on the dispossessed Christ. At the same time he takes care in order to supply his garment to those who are in need, preferring to put on the reviling of the world, instead of his garment, and to consider every injustice done to him as his real property.

This manner of life incurs the stripping of the mind from every care, since for him the provider and dispenser of material goods is Christ. Stripped of cares the mind enters into the ring of the contests against the demon. As the ancient athletes were anointed with oil, so he anoints himself with the oil of "carelessness" (τὸ ὄμηρον), not giving any chances to
the demon to take possession of him. In accordance with the spirit of asceticism, alertness and nepsis consist in the monk's ability not to allow his adversary demon to throw any dust of sin on him, which would make the monk lose the smoothness of his soul, i.e. his "carelessness". This is really achieved by avoiding the cares of life, which function like dust, hardening the smoothness of the mind, which, being in this condition, becomes easy to pray to the machinations of the devil. (109)

By carelessness, then, the monk is freed from the material domination of life and imitates Joseph, who, being free, was able to avoid the demonic challenge. (110) Certainly Moses' attitude, with its neptic dynamism, appears to be an act of holy madness. For the secular logician this is an incomprehensible madness, because Joseph despised nature and acted in a way which was both peculiar and against nature (παραφυσιν). For the logician of the desert, however, Joseph's act is a witness to "God's knowledge" and to the wonder-working Grace of God. In this perspective, Joseph's attitude is not against nature but above nature. Joseph is the type of man who is truly free, who, through his act of sacred foolishness, inspires the monk in experiencing the true meaning of freedom.

Joseph's example shows that choosing between virtue and vice, good and evil, which is projected in a moralistic spirit, is a conventional act of freedom. True freedom begins, as a possibility, with the "taste of God", the "putting on of Christ", and proceeds to the God-loving "knowledge", which inspires confessions and appreciations which are also God-loving. Since the monk is in possession of this knowledge and appropriates it in his life consistently, he is freed from the relative powers of himself and imitates Joseph. In this spiritual condition he is a mature inhabitant of the desert. "A wild mule", (111) without limits and bounds, which laughs at the noisy
and activist life of the city; he does not have to face the revilings of the tax-collector and moves with free spirit to every direction. Thus he lives his freedom as a perfect (in every sense) dispossession and as a sojourn ing in a strange and temporary land.\(^{(112)}\)

With this manner of life, the monk follows the life which befits his first dispossession, which was pursued by the saints,\(^{(113)}\) He approaches and appropriates the ultimate virtue, i.e. the perfect dispossession.\(^{(114)}\)

These saints were those who, communicating with God ceaselessly, out of utterly godly desire, were raised to a point of transcendence which allowed them to be attached to things divine. In their ascent they had no material or spiritual obstacle, since everything was handed over to Christ the dispenser. Whenever the moment of bodily need arrived, they took care of it to an extent that the need itself specified and with every frugality, so that they could return to the taste of God; and all this they did because they considered "alienation from the experience of God" to be damaging and deprived of any sense of "profit or duty". They followed the sacred logic which commanded; "having comforted the necessity of need at the right time and having rid of the need of [labour for the body], which was useful yesterday but is not present today,\(^{(115)}\) they were able to concentrate on the care is spiritual things alone.

This stance of the monk concerning the needs of the body, allows him to reach the stage of perfect prayer,\(^{(116)}\) with uninhibited ascents, which is identified with the taste of the Triune God. In this condition the neptic athlete is able to observe ecstatically the overturning of the rules of nature, since they no longer function with dire necessity in his particular case, but on the basis of a plan of divine providence, which ceaselessly accompanies his spiritual endeavour.\(^{(117)}\)
Affirming that "the predicament of the hope which rests on God is a secure outcome" (ἡ τῆς ἐπὶ θεον ἐλπίδος [ἀνάθεσις] ἀπωκλής ἐστιν ἐκβοσις), and that every human agony is vain, St Nilus places a great emphasis on the idea, according to which nature "operates outside the purpose of what is regarded as obvious" (ἐκτὸς τοῦ σκοποῦ τοῖς δοκοῦσι εὐλόγοις), outside every conventional pursuit and irrespectively of repetitions occurring elsewhere and with the known, constant phenomena. The logical necessity in the operation of natural phenomena is not always constant for the logician who is prudently persuaded that phenomena "have an ambivalent and contingent presence "ἡμιβυσσόν έχει καὶ ἐνδεχομένην τήν παρουσίαν.(118) The ἐρωμα of the Prophet Elijah(119) and the miracles of the Prophet Elisha(120) are some of the examples which the holy man mentions in order to establish these ideas.

Thus the holy man of God, persuaded by God's words, lives under God's absolute tutelage and, holding firmly fleshly poverty and sojourning in a "local colony", he studies how to serve God.(121) In this way the holy monk obtains boldness before God and arrives at a position of overruling nature. He becomes accustomed to the miracle of nature's subjection to him, while nature itself becomes his synergist in his life.(122) Although the holy monk is not a possessor of all that belongs to nature, he is always rich as far care of his needs goes. The apostolic spirit rests on him too, so that he too feels "as having nothing, but possessing all".(123)

III.2.2. The silence of the desert

Studying the ascetical writings, the researcher of the monastic life has the possibility to find out, that, within the heat of the desert, the ascetic is
working out the perfection of ethos, living daily in relation with God, man
and the world, without the deceiving reflections of the desert, but with
purity and existential transparency.

Within this atmosphere, he attempts to get rid of the pretence of
wearing a mask and to live out the genuineness of the authentic person.
The theology of the quietness of the desert is free from the anxiety of
pretence which bedevils the heavily inhabited city. The ascetic, being a
student of hesychia and prayer, trains himself daily and at every moment
and thus gets rid of the fear of his unknowable inner self. Besides he has
the ability to walk unobstructedly to the inner paths of his soul and to find
God there, within the space of a multi-sided existential silence.

a) Severing ties with relatives

The authenticity of the ascetical ethos is appropriated in life by the
lover of the desert in a gradual manner. This appropriation runs parallel to
his kenosis, so that he may put on Christ.

The citizen of the desert is dispossessed not only ontologically but also
matter-wise and flesh-wise. The appropriation of dispossession is of inesti-
mable value in the spiritual life and is indeed magnified in every direction
of existence, so that its dimensions become truly catholic. In this perspective
one can understand the cutting off of ties with relatives and friends of the
athlete of the desert. In a sense the tie with relations and friends is a sort
of possession. When one is bound to a sense of belonging, one is possessed,
as it were, by that to which he belongs, and this is certainly a bonding
which does not facilitate the spiritual life. This is why the neptic fighter
should be free from every relation which is appropriated as a "possession".
St Nilus is persuaded that the "left-overs" in the life of the ascetic are the cause of every deviation.\(^{(124)}\) In this case relatives and friends are also included.\(^{(125)}\) Relations and friendships of the flesh are not, as such, causes of sin. St Nilus often advises in his admonitions on how important honour to parents is\(^{(126)}\) and on the value of friendship.\(^{(127)}\) In the case of the monk, however, the relations and friendships of the flesh become a "snare" \((\thetāρατρόν)\) in Satan's authority. Through them Satan has the power to destroy the fighter of the desert, nudging the unthoughtful mind with memories of relations and friends and in this way leading it astray from the austere attachment to what is "truly desirable" \((δυτως ἐφετόν)\).

This seeming austerity and even insensibility, of St Nilus is a neptic warning, or, as he himself describes it, a question concerning life and death: "If, then, you died for the world, if you denounced the corruptible life, if you conjoined yourself with the heavenly army and order and manner of conduct, you should not draw anything to youself which belongs to earthly things and to the generation which is according to the flesh",\(^{(128)}\)

The reason for this is obvious. He who loves his relatives, introduces the relation of the flesh into his relation with Christ. In this way he excludes from his relation with God that total love to him, thus indicating that he is ignorant of the ascetical dispossession, i.e. the poverty for Christ's sake, i.e. the exclusive subjection to him. This manner of life leads to the slavery of Satan and to the rejection of the truth. Because whoever is attached to his relatives, "being pierced [through this attachment] in his ear by an awl, so that he might not hear the sound of hearing through the physical hole", can never receive the "word of freedom", i.e. of the truth.\(^{(129)}\)

The characteristic example which St Nilus provides in this case is the
manner of Lot's flight and of his family from their sinful region. Lot's wife is a type of the monk who turns back, to the earthly relations, turning his back to his relation with God. This turning back is a repatriation to the ancient evil. (130) Besides, the firm attachment to the ancient evil is imaged as a "pillar of salt". Attachment to the previous stages of secular life exposes the monk's immaturity. And while Freud's psychology gives its own meaning to the term "attachment", in order to specify simply psychological delay of a crashing character, (131) the neptic psychology specifies such an attachment to previous stages of secular life as disobedience to God, i.e. as in-experience of God. (132)

The monk who decided to acquire the experience of God, has before his eyes the tragic example of Lot's wife, who "has stood up till now as example to those who disobey, having being turned into a pillar of salt". (133) This neptic allusion is put forth, "so that one might not, on examination, be found to be wholly fleshly and earthly and unlearned". (134)

On the contrary the ascetical endurance of a monk is determined by the interest which he shows for his relatives and especially by the manner in which he reveals this interest in his life. In the best case this interest for the relatives is transported through prayer and consumed by the grace and love of God, so that it is finally expressed as an attitude towards "some sort of poor strangers". (135)

It is a fact that the pilgrim of the desert always seeks to embrace perfection. (136) This search, does not differ, in typological analysis, from the wanderings of Joseph in the desert. The monk too is wandering in the desert having as his guide a sacred agony for achieving perfection. In this case two possibilities emerge: the right way forward or the deceit. The way forward is right when it is understood to be a search for a specific pur-
pose; or, a fruitless wandering, when it has the character of deceit.

Joseph was seeking his brothers in the desert.(137) This search ended up in deceit. His deceit was "the search for his own relations".(138) Joseph was wandering in the desert of Sechem, until he was found "wandering in the plain by a man; and the man asked him, what are you searching for? and he said, I am searching for my brothers; tell me where they led their cattle; and the man said to him, they departed from here; and I heard them saying, Let us go to Dothaim; and Joseph went after his brothers and found them in Dothaim".(139)

Dothaim is a neutral place. In the context of the ascetical life Dothaim means "a sufficient eclipse".(140) The pilgrim monk has to discover Dothaim in order to become fully conscious of the deceit of his tie with his relations. Discovering Dothaim, he will understand that: "there is no other way for achieving perfection, unless the endeavour relating to the relations of the flesh is sufficiently eclipsed".(141) The search for relations is an attachment to the things of the flesh.

Consequently Dothaim is a necessary stop in the pilgrimage of the neptic fighter of the desert. Because, "even if one abandons Haran, which signifies the senses, for they are interpreted to be holes in the ground, and comes out of the valley of Hebron, i.e. of lowly works, and from the desert, in which the deceit occurs of the one who is searching for perfection, he gains nothing from his lengthy ordeal, if he does not emigrate to a sufficient eclipse, because the love for the relations constitutes an insecurity for perfection".(142)

This is also the meaning of the rebuke which the child Christ addressed to Mary the Theotokos in the Temple.(143) It signaled the eclipse of the ties with relatives from the relation of man with God.(144)
This "eclipse" (ἐκλέψις) should be also adopted by the monk, according to the typological, for our case, command of Moses: "And the person who has been cleansed shall wash his clothes and shave off every hair and be bathed in water and thus he shall be clean; and after all these he shall enter into the enclosure ..". (145)

Consequently, as St Nilus points out, material dispossesssion is not enough. The perfection of the monastic life demands an ontological, i.e. a perfect dispossesssion, a perfect mortification, as a deprivation of everything and of all, so that one might approach God, "who is all".

St Nilus' admonitions to the hesychastic candidate, given in the specific verse which follows herein, summarize the above theses: "For if they are to wash completely their soul and to be healed from all the things which contaminate them, they are obliged to depart from all the things, by which the stain increases, and to supply much calm to the reasoning faculty, and to be far away from things which excite, and to avoid being in touch with what is more familiar, by embracing loneliness which is the mother of philosophy". (146)

A "monk" is one who is "alone"; one who appropriates in life his loneliness, not so much as a perfect absence of relations as, mainly, an internal loneliness, which is a necessary presupposition for the vision of God. (147) Hesychasm is achieved when the inner man is mortified, when the personal will is renounced, so that the communicability of the human nature might be turned into a function of communion with God. This communicability should not be hindered by the ties of the monks with his relatives. The monk strives to become a genuine relative of God. It is in this unique relation that the entire magnificence of his deified communicability is expressed.
b) Silence

The way forward to ascetic hesychia begins with the monk's denial not only of evil inter-human relations, but also of relations with relatives, or neutral relations. This denial is legalized, once he understands the basic threat, implied by the preservation of human relations. It is the wrong use of the main instrument of communication among human beings, the tongue. The logic of asceticism knows that the function of the tongue is that which regulates the degree and the authenticity of the ascetical self-consciousness of the monk.

St Nilus specifies with clarity the ascetical position on this matter: "This is why we were given two ears, but one tongue, so that we might hear more of what pertains to our salvation, which we declare through our good works and divine achievements, rather than through our speech". The neptic fighter tries to keep himself in silence, because it is in silence that he meets God. The more he speaks, the more he loses God. The more he keeps unguarded the door of the mouth, the easier he stains himself, until he is subjected to the devil, because "death and life are in the hands of the tongue" and "an abusive tongue is intercourse with the devil".

According to St Nilus "those who speak ... without being asked", do it out of disposition of vain glory and a tendency to gain the attention of other human beings. These are vain and idiots and the only thing they gain is harm, springing out of the loss of God: "They suffer great harm and undergo much damage" those who rest in controversy and boasting; as they scatter the brightest mind, and harden the smoothness of prudence, and cast out the indescribable operations of grace, and instead of giving first place to the contemplation of existing beings, they are engaged in all
sorts of life affairs and temptations*. (152)

Following the therapeutic manner of the neptic conduct St Nilus, advises the monks, who used their mouth foolishly, exhibit "an untrained insolence and an unbridled tongue", (153) to heal their sickness "by enduring pain and most hard manner of conduct, streams of tears, lengthy hardship and ceaseless humiliation, until Christ, the Master of all, has pity on them and tells them: Open your mouth and I shall fill it, (154) no longer with dishonour and much abhorence, but with fragrance and every goodness*. (155)

c) The desert

The necessary presupposition for appropriating hesychia as a condition of the monastic life, which leads the monk to make progress in his spiritual combat, is achieved in its natural environment: the desert.

St Nilus examines in an entire treatise, which is called: "That those who live as hesychasts in the deserts differ very much from those who are housed in cities, even though the opposite seems to be the case for many who have no experience", (156) the self-deception of the monks who choose the city as the place of their habitation. The problems associated with living in the city are also described in a symbolic way as an antithetical wrangle between two notions, those of "commotion" (κίνησις) and "quietness" (ησυχία). The monk of the city is he who appropriates the inner obstruction as loss of self-understanding and ignorance of his inner world. (157) The monk of the city is he who fights with shadows, (158) exactly because, in the gloom of the inner obstruction, he has a confused image of the larking dangers. He fights against what he sees, but is ignorant of what is stored inside him. According to St Nilus the basic cause of this is the im-possi-
bility of *nepsis* which is caused by commotion\(^{(159)}\)

The "commotion", as an anti-hesychastic term, can be traced, to some extent and with certain semantic adjustments, to the earlier times of the Stoics and the Cynics. The aim of those philosophers was immobility (\(\dot{\alpha}k\dot{i}n\eta\sigma\dot{i}a\)), exactly because they understood motion (or commotion) as a dimension of the world of their psyche. At the same time they observed that pleasure (\(\eta\delta\omicron\omicron\nu\eta\)) lies in ambush in the delicate movement\(^{(160)}\) The typical narratives from the Lives of the Cynics or of the philosophers of the Stoa, as that of Diogenes, signal the agony of the archaic philosophy relating to the return to the lost internal cohesion of man\(^{(161)}\)

In Christian philosophy, as St Nilus presents it, the monk strives to reach *hesychia*, because motion breaks up the ascent to the ladder of virtues which leads to God. In *hesychia* the monk of the desert has the possibility of touching his inner self, something which the secular monk is deprived of\(^{(162)}\) Essentially the secular monk lives the tragedy, the vanity of the world. His entire life is the performance of a theatrical role. If he had to be described in icon form, then he could be depicted as a "dove". He plays in the eyes of the viewers the role of virtue, which means, that he contami­nates it willingly or unwillingly, since he falls under the subjection of vain glory and ostentatious asceticism, believing that he assists his fellow-human beings, while in point of fact "he empties the gain of pain" and, like the dove which hands over to man her young ones which she carried in her, he loses the fruit of his work\(^{(163)}\)

The secular monk belives that he acts well, whereas in reality he reacts like a maniac\(^{(164)}\) He believes that he is stronger than the monks of the desert, because they do not have well shaped temptations, whereas he has to fight constantly against real temptations\(^{(165)}\) He does not know, however,
that the monks of the desert by mortifying their flesh,\(^{(166)}\) purify the mind from the contamination of the temptations and, through neptic life, transcend the stage of the cultivation of their souls,\(^{(167)}\) passing to the condition of peace and ascent to God.\(^{(168)}\) At the same time the monk of the city lulls himself with the praise of men for his spiritual virtues, while it escapes him that he spends his time only for war, ignoring the peace of neptic hesychasm and spiritual ascents. Indeed, against what he believes about his being in the world, the fruit of his war is reduced to nothing in the furnace of the inter-human relations. The coincidences of the day are turned into wounds of the night.\(^{(169)}\) Thus the problem of the secular monk is not a problem of possibility of bravery, but a problem of psychological break up which is caused by the coincidences of the day, as they store in the unconscious space of their soul damaging images, which in due course will come out.\(^{(170)}\) This monk who did not come to know the science of the desert and the "eloquence" of silence, is certainly ignorant of himself and is being led to "languidness" (χωρίωσις) and discouragement (ἀθυμίας),\(^{(171)}\) out of the misunderstood communicability and the deceitful sense of self-righteousness for the services which he offers to the people of the city. This monk is the inexperienced one, who is basically ignorant, and who, beyond the purely theoretical perception of monasticism, never learned what the world of his psyche is and how it functions in his practical life.

The choice, then, of the monastic life entails the teaching concerning hesychasm for its authentic achievement. The appropriation of hesychia is an entire science and its ignorance does not allow the candidate of hesychasm to attain to his aim. St Nilus emphasizes the fact that hesychia is a difficult task which can lead to disappointment from the very first steps of him who attempts to achieve it. This is due to the fact that the mind of the "newly
initiated hesychasts" (τῶν νεωτί ἡσυχαζόντων) is "a new fulness of evils" (ἐνοχὸς κακῶν). (172) This fact makes as a consequence the appropriation of the ascetical isolation an unbearable struggle. "Hesychia is laborious to those who have newly professed renunciation; for it is on such an occasion that memory takes the opportunity and stirs up every dirty segment that lies there, not taking any consideration of it because of the multitude of the excessive things". (173)

In his inner isolation the monk will meet himself in the dialectic of death, experiencing as death the "disturbance" of the "contaminating thoughts" (μισοὶ λογισμοί) and the nepsis of the soul, so that he might come to supply much calm to the reasoning faculty, and to be far away from things which excite, and to avoid being in touch with what is more familiar, but embracing loneliness which is the mother of philosophy". (174)

It is utterly irrational, according to St Nilus, for the monk "to make his soul ready to fight" at the moment when he has the possibility to preserve "the acquisition (of spiritual goods and achievements) unspoiled", (175) from the robbers of the road of the secular context, as he spends his life in the context of the desert and of the ascetical hesychia.

Being in the desert, away from "makeable materials" of sin, the monk can transcend the danger of disturbance from passion, since the absence of temptation preserves the mind in peace, because memory becomes inactive and consequently no passion is provoked. In this case "deep peace and inner calmness" comes to dominate the psychical world of the monk. (176) Putting it differently, one could observe that, the person who lives in hesychia, appropriates unobstructedly his calm relation with God, (177) because, appropriating perfect isolation, (178) he remains invulnerable to the arrows of temptations. (179) Perfect hesychia is the fulness of the neptic
appropriation and that spiritual condition which allows the godly ascents.  
For this reason the quality of the hesychasm which is being acquired is the 
criterion of the authenticity of the neptic experience. Certainly, however, 
whoever acquired perfect hesychia, never abandoned it.(180) 

In this perspective, St Nilus opposes in a very severe manner the 
abandonment of isolation by the monk, because his experience of asceticism 
knows that something like this happens "on account of one's faint-heartedness 
and certain human, weak thoughts", (181) or "because one cannot bear the 
exactness of life". (182) These words of abandonment of hesychia clarify the 
the cause of the monk's inability to progress towards virtue and sanctity. 
This cause is the constant transposition of the monk from place to place. 
Just as a plant cannot flourish if "it is constantly transplanted, even if it is 
richly watered", (183) likewise the constantly moving monk cannot enjoy the 
fruit of spiritual progress. As an experienced master of the psychology of 
spiritual life, St Nilus lets it be understood that constant movement reveals 
a pretext of avoidance of hesychasm. (184)

Hesychasm "requires firmness, patience, consistency, and unshakeable 
conduct", (185) and this is why the holy man begs: "we should not allow 
ourselves to be moved from place to place, but rather stand patient in 
prayer". (186) Of course the holy man does not exclude the case of possible 
transposition on account of a great need, (187) but he stresses at the same 
time that "satan always manages to catch with a hook by and large with 
what is seemingly obvious those who have not acquired the experience of 
his evil machinations". (188)
d) Self-understanding and communicability

The authentic hesychast of the desert strives to achieve hesychia, avoiding human conduct, because he knows, that communication with "corrupt men" is equivalent to "pestilential sickness". (189) He is isolated from the world, because the latter is unable to understand the mystery of the internal life of man, and because he realizes that justly "the saints abandoned the inhabited world", since the world "is not worthy of them". It was with good reason that they turned to the mountains, the caves, the holes of the earth "and put on garments made of sheep skin, deprived of material goods, undergoing sufferings, escaping from the worst behaviour of the evil of men, and of the grotesque affairs which flood the cities, so that they may not be brought, as if by a torrent of violence, to the indifferent wantonness of the many by the force of corruption". (190)

The lover of hesychasm, i.e. the saint, is different from the world, not in his ontological dimension, since he is truly man, but in the manner of his life and therefore in his conduct, because he has the "mind of Christ". (191) The holy hesychast is the "anti-social" person, who preferred to live "in the manner of the beasts", avoiding "human beings as insidious", putting his trust on beasts as friends, since "these do teach evil and wonder at and honour virtue. Thus Daniel was considered by other men to have been lost, but he was saved from death by the lions ... and the virtue of the man, which to human beings was a matter of envy and dispute, became to wild beasts the cause of respect and honour, to those indeed in whom love has been implanted". (192) In many cases, in the ascetical writings, communication with wild beasts is used as a paradigm of prudent communication and relation, in contrast to communication with human beings and it
is not rare to come across the incredible phenomenon: the sullen and austere asceticonversing with the wild beasts of the desert, and thus proclaiming the poverty of the world in emotions and reason and reminding of man's longing for his return to the paradisal reconciliation of nature and man.

This anti-social stance of the ascetic is not interpreted in any case as antipathy for the world, since he has already rejected it. This is rather the case of the ascetic who simply endeavours to live out his relation with God as a rejection of the self, which can be studied and understood only in his authentic isolation with God. It is in the hesychia of this isolation that the ascetic can actually understand himself, as it is emphatically pointed out by St Nilus to the new candidate of asceticism. (196) Being fleshly he cannot know himself but fortifies himself behind his form, so that he may function as a theatrical actor.

On the contrary the hesychastic and anti-social monk appropriates the martyrdom of self-knowledge, since, as St Nilus says, "nothing is more difficult and more toilsome than knowledge of self". Confronting with bravery and courage the stirrings of the passions, the monk is tested in the furnace of unceasing self-examination, always striving for perfection. He is like the holy father, mentioned by St Nilus, who, having achieved hesychia in the desert, had the ability to take a heap of sand and, placing one by one every pebble now on the right side, i.e. on the right thoughts, and now on the left side, i.e. on the bad thoughts, to be constantly on the alert, so as to know what progress he has actually made.

Ascending on the ladder of virtues, the hesychast is constantly in a state of nepsis, so that he may not lose on account of his vainglory what he achieved in his struggle, but, rather, maintain the right progress, not
considering what he did (what he achieved) but feeling sorry for what he does not yet possess.(204) Thus he does not rely on the contemplation of his abilities, but runs unwaveringly after his deficiencies.(205)

The martyrdom of unceasing self-knowledge leads the hesychast to the vision of God. As St Nilus says, when the ascetic comes to be "in his own sense ... the grace of the Lord is not delayed in being sent to him, and when it comes, it gives food as to some yawning young one, and transmits, as it has been said, divine consolation, divine perceptions, divine honey-ed-speech, divine compunction, divine fear and wisdom, and longing, divine joy and manifestation of great mysteries".(206)

Within this blessing and wealth of the grace of God the ascetic transcends the limits of his isolation. He transforms his communion with God into a communion with the whole of nature and the whole of humanity. He is alone, but he communicates with the whole race of human beings and his seemingly anti-social attitude becomes an eschatological appropriation of the community of men, based on endless love and prayer. Then the monk "can see what the superiors unlawfully do to their inferiors, those who do injustice and those who are treated unjustly, those who are tyrants and those who suffer under tyrants, those who deprive and those who are deprived by others, and he suffers with the sufferers by his disposition towards them, and sharing in their lot, is indignant with those who vex others with toil and having compassion for those who are vexed by others with toil, being filled with anger and bending for mercy, incited and pierced in his bowels, and despising sometimes the God of long-suffering for acquiescing in them. For this is what the prophet Habakkuk suffered on a certain occasion and showed to the sufferers what he suffered, saying, 'why did you show me labours and pains; the impious oppresses the righteous,
and you made human beings like fish which is swallowed up by the sea", (207) treating this forebearance and indulgence as anarchy, and reproaching God with a fiery passion but with audacity". (208)
CHAPTER IV: THE NEPTIC WAY OF LIFE

IV.1. The notion of *Nepsis*

In the context of the ascetical life, *nepsis* is understood to be a condition of unceasing and laborious watchfulness, on the part of the ascetic, for the "study of God" (1) and, therefore, for the continuous relation with God (2).

The ascetic turns his thought to God in an exclusive way, pursuing the virtue which always tends to conquer and always remains distant. (3) It keeps watch so as to obtain the appropriate possibilities of approaching perfection, which, in its absolute dimension, can never be conquered. "For who has ever thus conquered it [the virtue] so that nothing is lacking to him in perfection?" (4)

*Nepsis* is the necessary feature of the monk for the conquest of the spiritual life. It is essentially connected with his salvation. Spending his entire life in nepsis is only slightly sufficient for a monk in his endeavour to reach virtue. (5) Thus nepsis is the condition of salvation.

Therefore the monk "raises his spirit to God who enlightens him concerning the divine precepts in the night" (6), because his journey to God, the appropriation of the ceaseless doxology, is a warding off, a mortification, of satan, "and satan will not be able to inflict on him any passion, or disaster, or any sin". (7) As St Nilus knows from his rich ascetical experience, the observance of the law keeps the monks protected from
demonic attacks and supports those who seek to keep the law in their watchfulness. For this reason the monk humbly accepts God's protection, not only as a joy of being related to him, but also (when the will of God deems it necessary for him to be tested) as a "scourge" (μόσοις) or as a "test" (ἔλεγχος), being anxious to live neptically and eager to suffer the martyrdom, which God may impose on him, "so that he might not fall off from that eternal and irremovable heritage, which has been prepared for him in heaven and the ceaseless joy".

Nepsis is appropriated in two ways: as a living relation with God, arising from the vivifying effect of the sacraments and the liturgical life in general, and also as a living relation with God, arising out of the mortification of the senses and of the entire self, which is constant and ceaseless. But nepsis is also appropriated, always to the extent that the monk's spiritual capabilities allow, as a joy of affirming God, a martyrdom of denial of self which is full of grace; and finally, as a study of God, arising out of the joy and pain of the neptic struggle.

IV.2. The study of God

When St Nilus refers to "the study of God" he always has before his eyes the sacramental life, the order of the monastic duties, as well as the combination of prayer and manual labour.

a) The sacramental life

The spiritual life of a monk revolves around two sacraments: sacred
Confession and divine Eucharist. The beginning and the end, however, of the spiritual life of the monk is Confession.

i) Confession

The monastic life is from its nature a special manner of life. The human being who chooses the monastic life, as manner of life and expression, with all the peculiarities which this entails, is dangerously moving on a rope. He risks at every moment his deification and the heritage of eternal life, by undertaking a toilsome struggle against the death of his soul. This is because in the isolation of the desert, the monk has to fulfil a very difficult task: to hold a dialogue with himself. In the desert, where one is alone with himself, it is impossible to avoid the inner dialogue. On the other hand this dialogue cannot possibly be hypocritically appropriated, because it progresses in the context of isolation and ceaseless self-consciousness. Such a spiritual venture is indeed the most difficult task for the human being. The monk will either withstand the challenge of the authenticity of the desert or will be degraded to a struggle of "body against body" with his unsubmissive "old self".

St Nilus has in mind this journey of ascetical life and traces it with therapeutic perspective and care. Because the central problem of this journey is despair, which may arise from the difficulty and severity of the venture to put on the hardship of the neptic struggle. According to St Nilus, the master of despair is the devil, who "dictates" to the fighter who has believed. "For he is the one who urges the commitment of sin, and also the one who, after sin is committed pushes the sinner to despair. Now to sin, of course, is human; but to despair, satanic and utterly destructive". (10)
The fighter of the desert, "though he did not expect to be persuaded about this", he should never despair.\(^{(11)}\) St Nilus recalls here the assurance of God, through the prophet Ezekiel, according to which the death of the sinner is undesirable to him ("I do not desire the death of the sinner but his return")\(^{(12)}\) and the question of Jeremiah, "Does not the one who falls rise up again?"\(^{(13)}\), and so encourages the fighting monk by observing: "To be saved is not hopeless because of the compassion of Christ".\(^{(14)}\)

St Nilus anxiously admonishes the neptic not to yield to the "evil spirits", which "lead the person falling to desperation", so as to exclude the case of "repentance"\(^{(15)}\) and thus to let himself sink into utter despair,\(^{(16)}\) "giving up his own salvation".\(^{(17)}\) Despairing about salvation means denying the grace of the Spirit, i.e. blaspheming against the Holy Spirit\(^{(18)}\) and therefore, death, since "those who give themselves up are numbered with the impious".\(^{(19)}\) The monk who throws himself into despair does nothing else than to follow the path, which was first traced by the devil. "Hence the devil himself out of despair was hurled off to such a loss, because he did not want to repent".\(^{(20)}\) The monk, then, who gives up his fight is an imitator of the devil.

In contrast to this kind of reaction against the deep realization of sin, St Nilus proposes "the return to goodness through repentance",\(^{(21)}\) which is characterized by escaping the ultimate consequence and gaining profit. Repentance is assiduous and profitable.\(^{(22)}\)

The appropriation of repentance is an affirmation of God, since it is understood as, and indeed is, a gift of God to the fallen man.\(^{(23)}\) Thus repentance becomes the characteristic of regeneration and the hope of resurrection, \(^{(24)}\) a necessary condition of salvation. For this reason, whoever rejects the value of repentance, is "deranged, like Novatian, who
being a leader of the heresy of the puritans, taught "what is alien to the apostolic canons", "throwing away the saving repentance" and regarding his community to be "pure", "and those who committed sin to be impure and to be moving towards destruction through despair".

To accept repentance as a ceaseless task and constant manner of life, which expresses humility and self-denial, i.e. the unconditional subjection to God, is in essence "a violation of the kingdom of heaven". As Christ affirmed, the knock at the door entails the opening of it, while St Nilus does not hesitate to emphasize insistence and patience in the knocking of the door to the point of impertinent behaviour. In the rules of secular life politeness is often equated with hypocrisy and is useless even in the case of some good pursuit. In the rules, however, of spiritual life impertinence has a place. "For impertinence is preferrable to modesty in the case of need. Because it is on account of his impertinence that it will be given to him as much as he wants, as the Lord said". Impertinence, as transcendence of the rules of behaviour is the agony of salvation and the pursuit of it.

Essentially, according to the patristic teaching, the person who is saved is only he who has the ability to turn, with respect to his salvation, his sin to his benefit. This means that, in spite of the fact that every man is under the yoke of sin, every man also has the possibility to decide for himself, turning sin into a factor of salvation. In this perspective the neptic fighter of the desert also has the possibility to break up his stony heart with the sacrament of confession, which alone can be used as a laboratory of transformation, through repentance, of sin into a redemptive experience of salvation. In the sphere of the sacrament of confession the neptic person will grieve for his fall and will sanctify his agony for his salvation.
Resorting to confession means acknowledging human weakness and the deep desire of the power of grace. The monk subjects himself to God, leaving himself entirely in the hands of the "spiritual master" (the \( \gamma\epsilon\rho\omega\nu \)) and thus confessing existentially his inability and in a way, his impertinent cry for help and salvation.

Consequently confession is the perfect form of self-denial and this dimension of it is manifested in the "absolute" authority of the spiritual father and in the corresponding subjection to him of the "spiritual child". This special character of confession, as a paedagogic spiritual authority, is clarified by St Nilus in his admonition: "When the spiritual father tells you something which is regrettable or harsh, accept it philosophically and magnanimously; for it is not out of passion; it is without passion that he sees this". (35) Furthermore, subjection to a spiritual father, appears to have an unconditional character. According to the holy man, even if there is a possibility for the spiritual father to act with empathy, the spiritual child should not give it the dimensions which seem to be attached to this empathy, at first sight, because it does not proceed out of the depth of the soul of the spiritual man. It is rather an unwilling faint-heartedness. "It is the same as the case of a mother who falls upon her child out of melancholy; it becomes obvious that she does not fall on her offspring willingly, when shortly afterwards the mother changes her mind and grieves at the harm which her child suffered". (36)

In this way the monk succeeds in his life his psychical weaknesses, and be sanctified, since from another point of view, it is his "impertinence" for salvation that is being tested through the pressure exerted on himself to be willingly subjected to the hard paedagogy of the spiritual master. Finally, it is a fact that this pressure is possible and is crowned
with grace only within the sacrament of confession and repentance.

ii) Eucharist

Confession gives the possibility of participation in the divine Eucharist. The divine Eucharist is the mystery (sacrament) of Life. Without participation in this mystery, there is no spiritual life which leads to salvation. Only the communicant of the immaculate mysteries lives "in Christ Jesus", because it is through these immaculate mysteries that he partakes of God.

Through the divine Eucharist the faithful "consume" Christ, while the latter becomes to them "garment" and "food". The faithful "are fed" by and "given to drink" through him. Those who deny this "food" and this "drink", "die" out of spiritual starvation. St Nilus is plain: "It is impossible for the faithful to be saved otherwise, or to receive forgiveness of transgressions and to gain the heavenly kingdom, unless he partakes of the mystical and immaculate body and blood of Christ the God".

The divine Communion is offered "by dispensation" as a "pasture". Given the grace of the Holy Spirit, the faithful approaches the mystery "with fear and longing" and with divine expectation and hope. St Nilus puts forth with great clarity the two basic aspects of the mystery of the divine Eucharist. One of them is the dimension of him who is present: the grape of Cyprus of the Song of Songs, which denotes the enjoyment of the fragrance.

Enjoyment is the joy of God's participation, which is expressed as love on the part of the faithful, who thus responds to the love of God through the divine Communion. He accepts the offer of the mystery and this acceptance is the expression of his love towards God. As David cries at
a certain moment of ecstasy: "I shall take the cup of salvation", so the faithful takes the cup of salvation as response of love to the dimensions of the possibilities of the human nature. The love of the faithful cannot respond in an totally adequate way to the infinite love of God. The love of the faithful is real, but, in relation to the infinite love of God, it is "symbolic". "This is why the great David perceiving that what is due to the Master for his beneficence is very hard to return, promises to return it partially by the martyrdom of death", signifying the martyrdom of death of the believer, which is "proclaimed" in and through the eating and drinking of the body and blood of Christ, in the partaking of the mystery of the divine Eucharist which, in turn, proclaims Christ's death. Besides, this martyrdom, as St Nilus understands it existentially and in terms of the spiritual life, is not a martyrdom of persecutions, but what is called "martyrdom of consciousness". This martyrdom is experienced mainly as a mortification of the mind of the world and as a burial with Christ, which is guaranteed by the hope of resurrection. This is exactly the other side of the mystery: the dimension of the future. The mystery of the divine Eucharist is the "pledge" (ἀποθέων) and promise of eternal life. It is a foretaste of the resurrection and an assurance of eternal life with Christ, with God, with the Holy Spirit. By his participation in this mystery the neptic fighter offers his martyrdom to God and God, accepting it, pours out on him the blessing of the resurrection and of eternal life.

b) Spiritual exercises

Apart from the sacramental life, there are in the context of the monastic life other challenges and spiritual means for a constant neipsis and
progress in holiness. These spiritual means belong to the study of God, because, in combination with the grace of the sacraments, they have the ability to lead the monk to the vision of God.

St Nilus mentions of form of monastic rule, which has direct reference to the expression of the spiritual life. He does this as he addresses certain brethren, who "find difficulty with the toilsome, repetitive and coordinated prayer and psalmody on account of their laziness, and tie themselves to a book alone and more often stand gaping and stretching themselves on the seat, abolishing the commandment(52) which says, that first of all they should pursue supplications, prayers, intercessions, thanksgivings, and then teach themselves psalms and hymns and spiritual songs". In this way, however, a diffident inner life is built up, since, how could he who chooses the one over the other "bring to completion and construct a spiritual house through the one commandment, i.e. through one stone, as it were, which he has chosen?"(53) The mere study of the book, without psalmody and hymns, makes the spiritual feeding and ascesis diffficient. It looks as if the entire spiritual life rests on one and only stone!

It appears that St Nilus found the structure of this monastic rule in St Paul's First Epistle to Timothy, where the Apostle stresses the primacy of prayer, as an important element of internal growth and of unity with other human beings.(54) Equally important, however, is for St Nilus the rest of the liturgical life (keeping vigil and reciting the psalter) in the monastic rule.

i) Prayer

When St Nilus refers to prayer, he normally uses two terms: proseuche
(προσευχή) and euche (εὐχή). It is a fact, however, that in the ascetical life these two terms are distinguished only linguistically and not semantically.

The term proseuche denotes, in the above mentioned "monastic rule", "supplications, intercessions, thanksgivings" (δεήσεις, ἐντευξεῖς, εὐχαριστίας), while the term euche is principally connected with the brief and unceasing repetition of the name of Christ. The first type of prayer is usually the form of dialogue between the monk and God, containing the problems and the events which take place in the ascetical life.(55) The second type of prayer is an interior dialogue, the typical form of which is hidden by its unceasing which keeps the memory of God.(56)

This distinction, however, is not in a tightly controlled one, as we have already noted. The fathers are not interested in the systematic articulation or analysis of religious perceptions, but in the experience of God. This is why many of their works present a lack of "scientific" precision and strict methodology. It is this spirit that St Nilus also exhibits when he treats the subject of prayer. In many cases, when he speaks about prayer, he actually has in mind the euche, especially when he talks about the ascent of the mind to God.(57)

The aim of the practice of prayer is the constant memory of God. Essentially by the term euche it is the inner relation of the monk with God that is covered, from its imperfect beginning to its desirable end. Because euche has the sense of introduction into the spiritual growth, and also of the continuation and perfection of this growth within the limits of the possible. Through euche one achieves the circumcision of evil,(58) which is necessary if God's blessing is to be appropriated by the neptic contestant. Besides, through euche one achieves to rise to God. Consequently, the beginning of the spiritual labour, such as the euche is, is prolonged in its
St Nilus teaches the appropriation of the unceasing *euche*, which is identified, as to its frequency, with physical breathing. Every breathing in and breathing out is fulfilled, through *euche*, with the name of Christ. In this way the monk gets used to *euche* and *euche* becomes his constant life experience. From that point on the monk experiences *euche* not simply as a duty, but as an existential impulse, i.e. possibility of life, and thus remains in a condition of nepsis of *euche*, whether he is awake or asleep. He sleeps and prays, holding an unceasing dialogue with God.

The learning of *euche* passes through an initial stage, which is specified by St Nilus as a stage of two months. It is only after this stage that one realizes what a great help this *euche* is, and also what a supreme good. Through patience and *euche*, the grace of God is richly bestowed on the fighter of the desert. In this condition the neptic fighter, using *euche* sleeplessly, unwaveringly and unceasingly looses all despair arising from the demonic attacks and, generally, the harshness of the spiritual battle. *Euche* is a visit of God, which sweetens the struggle of the lover of the desert and leads him unswervingly to the desired spiritual progress. Thus the mind becomes "God-loving" and as such remains invulnerable to the demons. This is why the demons, interfering between God and the monk, attempt to remove the latter's mind from the memory of God. They know that the memory of God makes sin ineffective, since the monk has the possibility, raising his hands in *euche*, or practicing "unhesitating prayer" (ἀδιστοτέλους ἐυχήν) to make the opposing powers "easy to overcome" (ἐυχείρωτες). It is the "sleepless *euche*" which "pierces" the demon and, generally, drives out the "fear and shame" which are caused by him.
Also very important is the combination of *euche* and the cross, whenever the neptic is disturbed by demonic attacks. As St Nilus points out, "For whenever the name of our Saviour Jesus Christ is named, and the seal of the dominical cross is laid on his heart, his forehead and his members, the power of the enemy is undoubtedly dissolved, while the evil demons who scare us run away from us".\(^{(77)}\)

At another advanced stage of the spiritual life, when the demons remain completely abashed, *euche* taken on another character which denotes the spiritual height on which the neptic has arrived. By using the term ἐνεόν (= "deaf and dumb", or speechless) St Nilus indicates the spiritual function of the mind which ends with the vision of God.\(^{(78)}\) At this point of ascent to God we also have the case of prayer, and this is why the distinction between *proseuche* and *euche* is here too a formal or external one and does not refer to content or substance.

Yet St Nilus often distinguishes between two kinds of prayer: the "perfect prayer" (τελεία προσευχή)\(^{(79)}\) and the "secondary prayer" (δευτέρα προσευχή).\(^{(80)}\) Each one of these corresponds to the degree of the spiritual progress of the monk.

The principle governing the commencement of the spiritual battle for perfection is found in the very disposition (the resolve) of the fighter himself to turn to the work of prayer. Given that "indolence" or "laziness" (οἰκνηρός) drives away the mind from the dialogue with God and turns it to alienation from God through earthly desires\(^{(81)}\) and consideration,\(^{(82)}\) the monk who fails to pray as he ought, becomes "indolent" (οἰκνηρός) and, as a result, his work of prayer is slackened.\(^{(83)}\) The slackening, however, of prayer, makes the monk fleshly, so that he may no longer pray,\(^{(84)}\) since his relation to God becomes a secondary concern in his life. The fleshly
monk makes "questionable" the possibility of his prayer being answered and minimizes his interest in it according to the degree of his fall.

It is a fact that the monk's character, which specifies his spiritual quality, exerts its influence on the quality and effectiveness of the prayer. The mind of the gluttonous person does not rise to God and the prayer of the person who is given to anger is turned into an abominable incense. The prayer of the monk of sorrow is not pure and that of the monk who is careless cannot function correctly. The prayer of the vain-glorious does not rise to God and God is angered with the prayer of the proud. Besides, the fleshly monk lives in the isolation of a fruitless monologue.

All these types of monks who pray wrongly are certainly transgressors of the commandments of God. St Nilus considers it an impossibility to pray unceasingly for the monk who transgresses the commandments of Christ.

On the contrary, a monk has the duty to resist the indolence which inhibits the task of prayer. He should lament from the depths of his heart to the Lord, because, "through self-control and prayer", he has the possibility "to deliver to destruction the crowds of passions and unlawful pleasures". Redemption from passions is a grace of God; "for the Master, listening to prayer, delivers one from the midst of destruction to eternal life and brings to him joy" demonstrating the power of prayer. Thus it was through prayer that Daniel shut the mouths of lions, and it is again through prayer that the monk of the desert performs miracles.

It is prayer that brings out the grace of God, so that the monk can be strengthened, cleansed, fed, enlightened and brought into the memory of God and thus be saved, because "God saves those whom he brings into
his memory". (101)

As long as the monk asks of and talks with God, he is in the stage of "secondary prayer". It is the situation in which the mind observes with eagerness the words of prayer, (102) where "the mind prepares prayer to become a warming fire and makes its requests to God with prudence". (103)

The demon's reaction to the work of prayer aims at contaminating prayer and inhibiting it in every way. He tries to scare the neptics, transforming, with his interferences, the good petitions into a call to self-destruction and the doxology into blasphemy. "For when a person cries at prayer, 'Have mercy on me, O God and save me', the enemy speaks gently saying, 'Be angry with me, O God and destroy me'. And again when on many occasions a man confesses with all his heart and praises what is greater, the enemy immediately takes hold of the praise and the doxology and turns it into blasphemy". (104)

St Nilus is for sober prayer, which is "drastic" (δραστική) against the demons. (105) It consists in complete attachment of the mind to the object of desire (106), insistence on more prayer, as the attacks of the demons increase more, (107) enrichment through euche and hymnody, (108) and above all, absolute nepsis: We pray with nepsis (watchfulness), when "we allow no imaginary (abstract) consideration (λογισμού) to enter into our heart, neither white, nor black, not right, nor left, nor written, nor unwritten, except that which is [connected] with the supplication to God, the vision of God and the illumination and sunshining which occurs to the hegemonic principle (the power of volition) from heaven". (109)

Appropriating the "warm school" (θερμή σχολή) of the "great work of prayer", (110) the monk arrives at the condition of the "dense and laborious prayer", which makes the mind of the monk "full of fire and vigour", (111)
practicing *nepsis*, i.e. enjoying a foretaste of immortality, \(^{(112)}\) since the prayer which is "unwavering" (ἀρεμβοῦ) and "watchful" (νήσονος), combined with inner purity, leads to impassibility, \(^{(113)}\) i.e. a condition which denotes immortality.

In its authentic form, prayer is "a pure mind" (νοῦς καθαρὸς), free from any care (even a modest one), an exclusive relation with God. This purity of the mind certainly depends on the relation of the monk with the secular things, but also on the unceasing exercise of the mind in spiritual things. \(^{(114)}\) Keeping watch and confronting the demons, the monk trains himself so that he moves easily into the condition of perfect prayer.

Perfect prayer is the prayer of the authentic people of God. It is a condition of "rapture of the mind" (ἀρπαγή τοῦ νοῦς), which entails ecstasis of the senses, while the spirit inhere in God, "with unspeakable sighs", in agapetic coinherence, which is based on the condescension of God to the heart's longing for him, since he has the ability to read it like a book, printed with "unspoken types". Besides, during the "rapture of the mind", every verbal expression falls aside, so that the mind may not be able to think, but, rising above itself, to find rest in God, who speaks to the heart which longed for his presence. \(^{(115)}\)

This is the condition of the holy men, such as of St Paul and St Peter. St Paul supplies a typical account of this when he describes his perplexity about the participation or not of his body in his "rapture" to heaven, thus showing the inability of the function of the intellectual faculties in the condition of rapture, which do not simply remain silent, but are, rather, brought to nought. \(^{(116)}\)

"Ecstasis", which is a term mentioned in the text of the Bible, \(^{(117)}\) is not an emotional incitement, but a real transposition to the world of God
and can be met only in the perfect monks. As for the symbolism of the act of prayer, the furnishing of the mind with wings, it is found in the "falcon" of Job, which, "spreading out the wings and watching motionless what lies in the south",(118) symbolizes with its shape the composition of the person who is at prayer. In other words, it supplies the icon of the "science" of God(119) as ecstasis and agepetic circumincession. Besides, by its very name it symbolizes the sacredness of the mind, on account of its ability to approach God (ηπειροσύνη).(120)

Perfect prayer, according to St Nilus, is a characteristic feature of the monks who have thrown away the cares of earthly life, so that they can only care for the ceaseless communication with God.(121) The second prayer, i.e. the attentive consideration of the words of prayer, is a characteristic feature of the monks who turn to earthly cares, and is useful only "to special times and to the need of the body".(122) They have, however, the ability, changing their "conduct", to arrive at perfect prayer, the exclusive relation of God and monk.(123)

ii) Manual labour

The fathers of the desert stress the special importance and contribution of manual labour (ἐργάζεσθαι) in the monk's spiritual life.

It is of fundamental importance that the monk earns his food alone, i.e. with his own labour.(125) St Nilus mentions the example of St Paul, and puts the stress on the spiritual meaning of the monk's work. The monk is obliged to care "for his needs" but also "his hands" should also serve "those who are with him".(126) The meaning of earning one's food is fully understood in the context of the spirit of "holy poverty" (ἀκτιμοσύνη). The
monk obtains food and the necessary material goods, but not in the sense of storing them up or gathering them up in view of a long maintenance. What he needs he takes care to be the most necessary for his daily maintenance. Prototypes on this are the Apostles and the Honourable Forerunner, who, without possessing any material goods, obtained food "which could be found on the hour". (127)

The basic contribution of manual labour in a monk's spiritual life is understood as a challenge of nepsis. It is a dictum of experience that "indolence" is the food of the passions. (128) Because abstention from labour is the cause "of many evils to many, little by little, increases common bad habits and teaches what was previously unwonted". (129) Indeed, abstention from labour, as cause of many evils ends up with being "the beginning of every evil enterprise". (130)

Abstention from labour is what gives food to passions, allowing the desires to move towards the end for which they were created, i.e. to occupy and absorb the mind in the invention and discovery of ways of satisfying the excited desires. As a result of this the monk interrupts his conversation with God and holds conversation with the "sojourning passion" (ἐνδιατωρέων πάθος), becoming deprived of God. The loss of God, on the other hand, unavoidably leads to the pollution of the mind, which feeds the heart with evil considerations and makes it fall off from the condition of prayer. This procedure, from abstention of labour to passion, shows that the indolent monk who engages in no manual labour or any other manual work, is not just lazy or deprived of nepsis, but alienated from God; he is deprived of God. This is why St Nilus rigorously reprimands the indolent monk by means of citing biblical verses. (131) According to the spirit of these texts, indolent is he, who "placed a bulb flower within cow-
dung"; (132) one who prefers as little as possible a movement. "Like a door turning round a hinge, so is the indolent on his bed". (133)

In discussing the above matters St Nilus finds the occasion to turn against the heresy of the Messalians, (134) that group of Christians, who rejected labour, in their eager pursuit of unceasing prayer, on account of which they were also called Euchites (ἐὐχ’ίτατ). Rejecting the redeeming power of baptism which is destructive of sin, they laid an overstress on the exclusive contribution of prayer as redemptive power, thinking that in this way they could overcome the passions. (135) The tragic result of their ineffective struggle is noted by St Nilus through the following axiomatic statements: Abstention from labour is a cover up of indolence. Indeed, abstention from work excites the passions through the ease which is thereby secured, so that thought feeds on passions, "until the so-called prayer, not being what is said to be, is totally abandoned". (136) Those who abstain from work cannot possibly pray, because they are distracted in the inner conflict of their thoughts which serve the passions.

What St Nilus means in this context is essentially the projection of subjective experiences to the ground of prayer. Without the sacramental support of Baptism and without the excercising of the spiritual powers also by means of labour or manual labour, the monk attempts to meet God relying exclusively on prayer which is based only on his own abilities. Even in the case when such a choice of manner of spiritual life finds its starting-point in a good disposition, the end result is not less than demonism.

At this point St Nilus follows faithfully the theology of St Paul. Referring to the well known verse from the Epistle to the Thessalonians, where St Paul corrects the Thessalonians about the "maran-atha," and abstention from work, which led to a deadly inactivity, (137) the saint
explains that St Paul's manner of speaking suggests that work is the security of the mind; "seeing work as the anchor of the mind, he rushes to make it secure". As long as the monk prays while he works and works while he prays, his mind is firmly attached to dialogue with God and consequently he finds himself in constant nepsis, which is maintained by the combination of prayer and manual labour. In this condition he can transcend the attacks of the "spirits", diverting his mind from being allied to or holding conversation with any passion. The exact opposite occurs whenever the power of perception "is put in a with the mind is mortified by passion by the neglectfulness of the perception, which functions like a "door-keeper".

The ascetical life is a manner of life with a manifold structure and operation, in which several basic factors and contributors to spirituality are coordinated and combined. Yet none of these factors or contributors is absolutised at the expense of the others. Each of them has a unique value and is necessary, always in combination with the others, for progress in asceticism and nepsis. The example of labour is sufficient to show that it is possible for prayer to end up in a useless and fruitless monologue and eventually in a non-existing act, if it is not supported by labour, besides other factors. For this reason only the monks of prayer, hymnody, manual labour and work "flourish and overflow with manifold virtues", as they journey through the narrow path of perfection to the condition of perfect prayer, when the monk converses with God with utter joy. God, on the other hand, sends in this case to the one who is perfected by virtue, what is necessary for life and it is exactly at that point that the need of work for the perfect monk ceases to exist because, at the heights of the divine ascents, the laws of nature cease to work, inasmuch as they are now
under the authority of the monk himself by the grace of God. Thus the neptic struggle of the lover of the desert becomes the occasion for the revelation of the glory of the perfect ones by God.

iii) Vigil and Psalmody

As it was noted in a previous reference, St Nilus advises the monks to keep the ascetical rule, which also includes vigil and psalmody. (143)

Vigil is a condition and term of life. Already ancient Greek philosophy regarded sleep as the "brother" of death. (144) The ancient philosophers saw sleep as a typological symbolism of death, and this is why sleep has the meaning of a brief death. (145)

In his neptic perspective St Nilus stresses the relation between sleep and death in the context of monastic life. This is a vicinity which denotes an eschatological existential notion. Sleep is a corruptive condition, inasmuch as it leads to slackening of alertness. (148) The lover of sleep is himself "a mortuary, a dead soul in a living body". (149) The monk who turns his back to alertness and to nepsis, delivering himself to sleep, is dead. He, of course, is "resting"; but the time of his life is running away. Nepsis is deflected and his heart attracts vain things. Essentially his life is diminished, but he is not aware of this; he has no sense of it. (150) Thus he becomes indolent and coward. The coward monk "does not understand, he is compared to the senseless cattle and is like to them". (151)

The neptic monk who converses with God, should not be asleep. (152) On the contrary he should imitate the example of Christ, "being gladdened with vigils". (154) The teaching of Christ was a neptic challenge, so that the spiritual man might not fall in the temptation of the devil. (155)
This is why the Apostles Paul and Silas "not being ignorant of the profit of keeping vigil, were glorifying God in the middle of the night" while in prison. (156) Besides, David has hinted at the relation between vigil and virtue, as well as spiritual progress, by saying: "I kept vigil and became like a bird dwelling on the top of a house". (157) The sense of height, connected in this instance with the word house, denotes here, as St Nilus points out, the monk "who dwells on the height of virtue". (158)

The monk who keeps the vigil is truly blessed, (159) because by his vigil he "makes his enemy [the devil] sorrowful", (160) who feels discontent at not finding the fighter of the desert in a state of slackness so that he can easily capture him. (161) Vigil, then, is the weapon of the monk against the demons. (162)

At the same time, however, the blessedness of the monk is denoted by the fact that his apology to God becomes all the more acceptable through the vigil. (163) In the sleepless doxology of God in the vigil, the sinner raises "his supplicatory voice", instead of his hands, to God and, thus, kisses "the invisible feet of God the lover of mankind", weeping and preparing his heart as an altar, where the grace of God rekindles the coal of the knowledge of God, i.e. the neptic knowledge of God. Working out in this manner the perfection of the humble man, God accepts favourably the offering of his heart as a sweet-smelling sacrifice. (164)

The Vigil is a "loving-kind mother", who reveals to the neptic person, in the midst of nepsis, calm and peace, "its own treasures of wisdom, of sacred admonitions and of divine illuminations". As for the neptic person, he lives in the bliss of the presence of God, is sanctified by his participation in the vigil, as she "fills the bosoms of him who has come to it". (165) He lives in the grace of the Lord and travels in his journey
rejoicing in his assimilation with him. (166) The vigil, as a characteristic feature of the monastic life, is, according to the saint, of condition for the vision of God.

Equally important, however, is the position of hymnology in the neptic life of the monk. In the works of St Nilus it is usually mentioned along with vigil, (167) but also along with euche (168) and the rest of the duties of a monk. (169)

The doxology of God is not unconditional. The monk is obliged to offer it with prayer and neptic struggle, so that it may be acceptable to God … The possible weaknesses or defects of a monk inhibit the acceptance of doxology by God. St Nilus characterizes the hymnody of the argumentative monk as detestable to God, (170) because the person who is deceived by the devil, cannot offer a hymn which is acceptable to God. (171) In this case St Nilus has in mind the specific saying of the Wisdom of Sirach, "The praise is not good in the mouth of the sinner", since (as the text adds) "it was not sent by the Lord". The genuine and acceptable praise "will be said in wisdom and the Lord shall bless it". (172) The wisdom of a praise is an offspring of divine eros of the soul with God. (173) When this disposition is absent, praise is not an authentic call of God.

The contribution of praise to the spiritual life of the monk is also evaluated by the relevant admonitions of St Nilus. Psalmody should be as ceaseless as the breathing, (174) daily (175) and sleepless. (176) The monk is likened to a nightingale which sings throughout the night, (177) praising God "in strings and instruments", i.e. with all the powers of his "Christ-loving soul". (178) He sings "continuously and intelligently, in accordance with the attention of the memory of the greater", (179) "walking in ether by his will and sacred thoughts", (180) so as to forget everything sensual and at the same
time to crush the enemy, inasmuch as psalmody is against the demons. Through psalmody the monk "forgets the defiling and destructive passions, is filled with ineffable joy and, consequently gazes at God with eagerness striving and struggling towards this end alone and considering nothing amongst the visible things as more preferable in beauty to that invisible one". Thus psalmody too is a term of the possibility of the vision of God.

IV.3. The martyrdom of Nepsis

The Fathers of the desert, led by their infallible neptic sense, fortified the spiritual training of the monk with certain powerful experiences, which are derived from the love for God and can preserve and increase the spiritual conquests of the fighter of the desert. Subjected to the exercises of these powerful experiences this fighter is trained to withstand the corruptive sluggishness and the seductive relaxation of spiritual conquests, which can, however, be lost and to render vain the ascetical labour by which they were gained.

a) Contrition for death and the dreaded apology

The uncertainty of the future is connected with the fear of God. The fear of God is not understood as an agonizing condition of despair. Fear of God is the veneration of God, which, in contrast to other fears, such as the human and the demonic, does not cause any trembling or agonizing, but exceeding joy and gladness and, hence, "is called of the day and of the light".
This fear is fruit of the maturity of the love of the neptic person for God, who has made progress in the spiritual life, mortifying his mortal flesh to sin.\(^{(187)}\) The neptic fighter is raised above the fleshly things\(^{(188)}\) and becomes acceptable to God with great pleasure.\(^{(189)}\) On the contrary, the despiser of God is led to the cul-de-sac of fire and death.\(^{(190)}\)

The ability of watchfulness, which is caused by the fear of God, leads the neptic to the agony of death as a boundary point of transposition to the joy of God or to the curse of punishment.

In this perspective the monk lives the fact of the impending death as a neptic agony. Death is regarded as a transposition to real life; for this reason, when his life on earth comes to an end, he will realize that all things were "dreams", shadows weaker than dream, that the real act and the indisputable fact of the daily routine was a phantasy and that all the human needs never existed and never were they healed.\(^{(191)}\) It is the same experience which is derived from the painful realization of the sacred author, that the days of a human being are spent in vanity,\(^{(192)}\) and the deplorable realization of the psalmist for the relativity of human affairs, according to which, "let the morning pass away as grass; in the morning let it flower and pass away; in the evening let it drop, let it be withered and dried up ... our years I studied as a spider, the days of our years, in them there are seventy years, and if men should be in strength eighty years and the greater part of them would be labour and trouble".\(^{(193)}\)

The monk living and progressing spiritually in his relation with God, gains a sense of the vanity of the reality of the present world and easily understands the irrationality of the fleshly life, compared to which "there is nothing that is as perishable".\(^{(194)}\) Consequently it is perfectly useless to make his flesh more luxurious, so that the worms of the earth might enjoy
The monk of the flesh is without excuse, because every moment of time is priceless and should be spent for the salvation of the soul. The labour which the secular monk wastes on the body, is exhausted by the neptic monk on the care of the spirit; "sowing the fields of the spirit, from which he will reap eternal life".\(^\text{(196)}\)

On the other hand the monk of nepsis, having lived with the benefit and gain of having always before his eyes the exit from this life\(^\text{(197)}\), does not live according to the flesh, but according to God, considering every moment of his life as a possibility for death. The following question of St Nilus is essentially a question about death and at the same times expresses the basic idea of the neptics, according to which the spiritual condition of the moment of death is the criterion of God for the earthly life of man. In the spirit, then, of this idea, St Nilus asks: "Where are the labours of the great Moses? where is the wisdom of Solomon? where is the conversation of Giezi with Elisha; and what did Judas benefit from conversing with Christ?"

The answer is given by himself in his conclusion: "Therefore the labour of the righteous is vain", if he fails to reach perfection. "Hence, it is not the one who begins well and subsequently goes well, that is perfect; but rather he who rules well is righteous before God".\(^\text{(198)}\) In this way St Nilus sees death as a possibility of a double reality (bodily and spiritual death) or as a persuasive means of perfection (the road to justification).

The compunction of the monk, which is caused by the expected termination of his life, reflects equally the possibility of his apology before Christ the Judge, as the "judgment Seat is already prepared".\(^\text{(199)}\)

The monk lives constantly in his heart the terror of the punishments,\(^\text{(200)}\) which is begotten by the agony of the "threatened punishments",\(^\text{(201)}\) which will be imposed by the dreadful judgment seat.\(^\text{(202)}\) The
comparison of the temporary span of life with the eternity of punishment cause terror,(203) which sensitizes the neptic self-consciousness. The monk, who is in a state of nepsis, can feel the horror of the punishments, be humbled and lament for his salvation,(204) not because he is pressurised by God's threats, but because he runs the risk of losing God's love. In the first instance he undergoes devastating experiences which are understood as a curse;(205) in the second instance he tastes the blessing of redemption.

The termination of the life of the monk and his impending apology, assist him in his spiritual growth, if they are neptically appropriated during this earthly life.(206) Otherwise, they proclaim his death, because they are appropriated without nepsis.(207)

b) The boldness of grief and tears

Grief (πένθος) for personal sinfulness and wretchedness is regarded in the monastic tradition as a condition of blessedness. Because grief, in this sense, is an assurance of repentance, i.e. a seal of neptic self-understanding. The descent into the innermost depths of the soul reveals to the monk his imperfection, which, combined with the fear of the loss of God and the separation from him at his last judgment before the heavenly tribunal, delivers him to grief for his sinful condition. This grief, of course, is not paralysing or loosening but neptic, since it mortifies the movement of the mind towards sin and at the same time sets in motion the impulse for union with God.

Leader and prototype of those in grief, according to St Nilus, is David.(208) It is in the psalms of his repentance and grief "that those who happen to be in need" find shelter.(209) Transferring the image and the
idea of the davidic grief to the ascetical experience, St Nilus draws certain analogies. The commitment of sin is an impious attack against God. Consequently, it is a pain of soul in sin, which calls for the "woe" of sorrow, "the epiphthegm of lamentation, which bears witness to a million of sorrowful and impious things."

The tragedy of sin is quite intense in the context of monastic life, because the monk is exceptionally sensitized to communion with God, which is characterized by an agapetic double-sided dialogue. Thus the monk experiences sin as a condition of separation from this relation and, consequently, as a condition of great pain and convulsion. At this point St Nilus warns the monk who is in such condition about the danger of losing hope. Grief can be saving or demonic. This depends on the optical angle from which it is viewed. The monk should not yield to the loss of hope. On the contrary, finding himself in a state of grief on account of his sin, he should come to Christ as "one who is in need" delivering the burden of his agony to the "intelligent David".

The experience of the agony of loss and of the reestablishing of the bond of Christ is expressed as creative grief which calls out the divine grace. Having delivered the anxiety of the pain of sin to Christ, the monk appropriates the grief and the tears as an occasion for calling out the compassion and love of Christ. For this reason the fathers of the desert recommend the appropriation of grief throughout one's life as an expression of unceasing regret, tears, weeping and lament which lead to an unfailing reestablishment of one's bond with Christ.

Besides, grief is not an act which is cut off from the worship of God. Grief, in the above terms, is a sacramental prayer; a praise of God "in choir and drum". It is the mystical psalter; a neptic appropriation of
shame on account of sin, a deep sorrow for demonic acts, a contest of supplication for their abolition. It is a mystical presentation of lamentable considerations, "collected night-coloured tears of sorrow", which offer the heart to Christ, humbled but not set at nought. It is the daily bread of the spirit. A ceaseless act, so that the monk may be composed and lament, go to sleep and weep, "shedding tears as he remembers God and turning to the spiritual stone with lakes of tears".

Tears save, because they are the gift of God, a benevolent act of divine grace. Yet it is clear that not all the fighters of the desert are recipients of this purifying flow of tears. He, however, who desires, but does not experience, the neptic theology of tears, is not necessarily deprived of God. If he does indeed desire to praise God through the flows of his tears and if he fails to do so, he is considered by the ascetical consciousness as one who has already wept, because "he who desires something, whether good or evil, has already committed it in his mind". It is possible for such a man to be granted tears by God; but it is also possible that he be put to the test of absence of them. If he is deprived of this grace, he still has the possibility to transcend this weakness of his and to attract the favour of Christ, praying to him and thanking him, because he was deprived of the "gift of tears which dissolves evil and purifies" and granted it to his brother, and begging him to enrich his brother with this grace for ever. In this way the monk raises himself to the heights above. He becomes a sacrifice of pain and love, because he experiences pain and joy simultaneously as two emotions which are derived from two different causes and yet are both appropriated by the neptic soul. Thus the monk becomes "by free choice" a monk of tears and love and receives the crown of Christ.
The possibility of grief, as lament, wailing, tears and sorrow, is a substitute for many weaknesses of the monk in the field of his friendship for God, (227) incurs the presence of God (228) and is experienced as boldness of life (229). The boldness of the grief and tears leads the monk to the kingdom of God, (230) exactly because it secures boldness before the throne of his kingdom.

c) The meaning of martyrdom

The life of the monk is interwoven with martyrdom, because neipsis for the "unceasing and unyielding salvation" (231) is a martyrdom. Experiencing this martyrdom in his life, the monk is mortified and crucified to whatever pertains to this world (232). He experiences the martyrdom as a life-giving mortification.

The mortification and crucifixion of the monk, with regard to whatever belongs to the form of this world, starts with his initiation in the life of martyrdom through the study of the lives of the saints and above all of the Scriptures. In the field of the desert he appropriates all that reality of the life-giving mortification, in his meeting with himself, which is projected in the teaching of the Scriptures and is existentially depicted in the life of the saints of the Church (233).

In the quiet of the desert the neptic fighter experiences the martyrdom of the mortification of thoughts, but also the burial of himself (234). He mortifies his members (235) so that he may die with Christ (236). The mortification of the monk is a necessary condition of salvation, because the re-creation of a new self presupposes the mortification of the old one. "As if by a sort of conceiving corruption it carries the embria of the seeds
which have been mortified by decay; and becomes mother of life to the evil ones, while mortification and death emerge as father of the birth. (237)

Experiencing in his life the death of himself, the monk is betrothed with the joy of the resurrection and the carefree life of the angels. (238)

The appropriation of martyrdom should not be regarded as a human return for the benefits bestowed by God. Man is not worthy to return anything for the benefits of God. (239) He can only make a humble effort to confirm himself in the good, (240) patiently accepting God's paedagogy without any grumble. (241)

The supreme experience of martyrdom has a sacramental character. Martyrdom is a mystery of the love of God. In this sense martyrdom finds its justification in the sacrament of the divine Eucharist. The divine Eucharist, as a martyrdom by crucifixion, becomes the death of the monk, after the flesh, so that the life of the spirit might emerge. By his participation in the divine Eucharist the servant dies for the sake of the Master. But, of course, the one sacrifice [of the Master] is not equated with the other [that of the servant]. "For it is not identical nor similar that the servant should die for the master and the master for the servant". (242) The servant dies as a debtor. And the monk becomes a martyr with the burden and the constant sense of the debtor.

In the race-course of the monastic life the monk fights a hard fight on many fronts. He assumes purity, righteousness, ascetic martyrdom, "a perfect manner of ascetical conduct; but also a downcasting which occurs to those who are blameworthy, a smiting of the forehead, a beating of the breast and a bowing of the knee, a raising of hands with pain of heart, kisses of a harlot which wipe the feet of the Master, a cry of deep sorrow on account of sins, a sigh from the depths, a fruit of lips confessing the name
of Jesus Christ, an anointing of lament and a shedding of tears".\(^{(243)}\) In other words, he experiences the death of himself.

As St Nilus stresses, in agreement with the fathers of the desert, the road which leads to God is a road of sorrows.\(^{(244)}\) Walking along the road of sorrows the monk is trained in the law of God.

The life of the monk is a constant movement forward, through which he excludes any other road,\(^{(245)}\) and dedicates himself to God,\(^{(246)}\) walking along the narrow and sorrowful path of this age, which leads to the favour of God.\(^{(247)}\) On the other hand the avoidance and rejection of the narrow path is a loss due to neglect.\(^{(248)}\) The monk's affirmative response to the paedagogical work of God is his acceptance of the invitation of God to a spiritual exercising. The monk, who, inspite of the sorrows which are entailed in this acceptance, is prepared to undergo this exercise, is considered to be blessed, because he is a disciple under God.\(^{(249)}\)

The more the monk is trained by God the clearer he perceives his mercy towards him, while his friendship towards his creation is confirmed.\(^{(250)}\) Whoever God wants to save, him he subjects to the test.\(^{(251)}\) God tests but does not put to death.\(^{(252)}\)

God's method of testing entails stages. First of all the monk is strengthened in prayer and then he enters the stage of the virtues.\(^{(253)}\) The tests are many and respond to the various spiritual needs of the monk, but their basic meaning is that of martyrdom. The monk is "lashed" by God.\(^{(254)}\) He learns to coexist with torments: the sorrows which never allow him to rise above through some kind of spiritual conquest.\(^{(255)}\) In this way he "does not turn away from God"\(^{(256)}\) but, on the contrary, remains close to God, conquering invaluable goods.\(^{(257)}\)

Many times God's paedagogy includes sickness, as a situation of testing
and an occasion for intense prayer. Sickness, as a gift of God, is a beneficence, on his part, and token of rich mercy. God allows sickness to attack the fighters of the faith as a special gift. The saints lived in this way and consequently sickness too is a manner of life for the monk, whenever the paedagogue wants it. This is why, according to St Nilus, sickness is a token of God's favour; an occasion for doxology rather than perplexity. (258)

Experiencing the grace of God as sickness and as sorrow the monk does not turn against God, nor does he groan against him. Groaning, whenever it is expressed, reveals displeasure and anger against the Lord (259) and ignorance of the terms and conditions of the monastic life. He who comes to and works for God prepares his soul for temptation and knows how to wait to be tested without being disturbed. (260)

The monk of martyrdom and temptations takes refuge in the Lord, projecting from within every sorrow the good gift of hope. (261) The monk of martyrdom does not groan, but thanks God exactly because he trains him; (262) because he knows that, unless he experiences sorrow, he will not enjoy the heavenly pleasure, (263) which is the gift of God for the labours of the fighter. (264) This heavenly pleasure is the unspeakable joy which follows sorrow. (265) It is the cheerfulness which is greater than the first joy. (266) It is the wealth which follows the poverty, the comfort and refreshment which emerges out of grief. It is the inexpressible grace of the knowledge of God and the betrothal of the resurrection.
BY WAY OF AN EPILOGUE

A synopsis, in general outline, of St Nilus' theory concerning the monastic life would give us the following diagram of the manner of life of the man who wishes to live the "life of the angels", i.e. the angelic life of the monastic coenobites or the life of the desert.

1. The basic presuppositions of the monastic manner of life are initially connected with the monk's relationship with himself and with his fellow-monks.

The monk learns from the paedagogical trials of the spiritual life to deny his self, not in order to make it an idol, representative, that is, of a certain form of religious life, but in order to understand it with the ease of impartiality and of objective self-examination. Such a stance before himself means acceptance of it in the condition in which it finds itself at every point. On the other hand, the result of this stance is centred on the neutralization of the unconscious procedures inside the depths of the soul which produce the construction of the "false person." The aim of the monk is the "person" and not the "false person", the "mask". He aims at the accomplishment of sanctity as an authentic appropriation of the person, as opposed to the appropriation of an artificially constructed image of himself.

With such an aim, and as long as the monk is found in the ranks of the subordinates, he moves along the field of submission with the enlightenment of self-knowledge which has soteriological dimensions. This is the case of an existential self-knowledge which is appropriated as a guarantee of sanctity. If, on the other hand, this is the case of the advanced monk who belongs to the ranks of the pastors, this kind of self-knowledge constitutes at the same time discipleship in the science of spiritual guidance. In both cases
self-knowledge in the field of monastic life becomes a liturgy of authentic spiritual upbringing and sanctification.

2. The more special value of the existential self-knowledge of the monk, as a liturgy of the Holy Spirit, appears most clearly in the struggle for the basic target of the spiritual fighter which has to do with the "passions". Monastic self-knowledge is targeted at the investigation of the inner impulses of the passions and especially of the manner with which the passions are planted and grow up. It is because the passions are not just psychological elaborations but also the result of demonic methodology, that the monk who fights the passions studies at the same time the machinations of the devil and enters into the deeper problem of "nepsis".

3. The battle against the passions is not restricted to an attempt of self-purification with a simple paedagogical meaning. The battle against the passions is a presupposition and a condition of the life in Christ, the study of God, through the rules of the monastic life, but also, of the mysteries (sacraments) through which the Church supplies the charismatic possibility of the salvation which is in Christ. Certainly, however, the monk's personal relation with God is understood as the martyrdom of consciousness, which, in its particular phases, is appropriated as "grief" (penthos) for personal sinfulness, as unceasing memory of death, as bloody self-renunciation, as a neptic reminder of human weakness and also of the grandeur of God as supplier of salvation.

***
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